UNH football fans react with cheers and raised fingers of "We're number one" as Saturday's UMass game ·winds down.
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Weather
Tuesday - cloudy - 30's.
Tuesday night - clearing - 20's.
Wednesday- clear. 40's.

Durham, NH
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Senate votes, to retain the present calendar
By Robert McCormack

The University Senate voted
'yesterday not to go to the
traditional calendar next year as
planned, but to keep the current
academic calendar.
Students will not take exams
after a two week Christmas
vacation next year, but will
follow the present system of
taking exams before Christmas
break.
In a separate issue, the senate
voted to start the second
semester of 1977-78 on Jan. 16 instead of Jan. 23, 1978~ana to end
the semester one week earlier on
May 4 instead of May 11.
Action on a proposal to go to a
13 week semester in future years,
and to extend the summer term

to 12 weeks will be taken up at the
next meeting two weeks from
now.
Accorqing to an outline worked
out by Stephanie Thomas,
registrar, the calendar for next
year will be as follows:
registration will take place Sept.
6; classes will begin Sept. - 7;
there will be no Saturday classes;
Veteran's day, Nov. 11 will be a
school holiday; students will get
Thursday and Friday off for
Thanksgiving; there will be no
weekday reading days for first
semester exams; first semester
exams will end Dec. 23; second
semester will beginJan.16; there
will be a one week break for
spring vacation in March; the
last day of classes will be rMayl

adoption of a 13-week semester
starting in the 1978-79 academic
This week's senate action year and continuing for at least
rescinded the action taken by last three years. This proposal will be
·year's senate in · setting -up a taken up at the next Senate
traditional 15-week semester for meeting.
The main opposition to the
the 1977-78 academic year.
The Senate changed its position proposal to keep the present
on the calendar after a reporf, calendar came from represenconducted by the Senate Calen- tatives of the College of
dar Study Committee, showed Engineering and Physical Scienthat the traditional calendar was ces. Herbert Tischler, chairman
generally undesirable to faculty of the earth sciences department,
and students. Committee Chair- said that classes that require
man David Moore, professor of outdoor labs would have trouble
political science, said yesterday ''because there will still be ice
that no one was against the and snow on the ground in midJanuary.
present semester system.
''Associate
Professor
of
The report recommended
Physics Robert Simpson said,
"The . UNH degree has been
and commencement will be May
14.

Due to EPA decision

Five· SBP candidates
differ on issues

Nuke may he halted
By Wayne E. Lundblad
MANCHESTER--William
Tallman, president of Public
Service Company of New Hampshire ...announced yest.e.rday tnat
the Seabrook Nuclear Power
Station project may have to be
abandoned unless the ruling
passed down last week by John
McGlennon, Regional Administrator .of the Environmental
Prnt~tic;m Agency, is overturned.
The ruling- pa.Ssed. down by
McGlennon revokes Seabrook's
ceriification for an ocean-water
cooling system. McGl~nnoo. said
that his decision was based on the
.fact that; "PSC failed to demonstrate minimal environmental effects from the plant's . cooling
system,"
Tallman said, "Work at the
Seabrook site will continue,
though the future of Seabrook is

still up in the air.'' The PSC will
make a decisiorr within the next
few weeks.
In a press conference yesterday, Tallman called McGlennon~s
decision,
"arbitrary
and
capricious," stating that, "It was
McGlennon's own personai
decision, contrary to the environmental conclusions reached
by the EPA's own technical staff
at the time of earlier approval in
Oct. 1975. It is also contrary to the
conclusions reached by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and State of New Hampshire after four and a half years of
hearings."
Paul Dignan, PSC's lawyer, .
said that the decision "denied
PSC due process of law.," and
that "Mc.Glennon didn't-even look

William Tallman
SEABROOK, page 14

Magidson
Communications

Professor

David
is a barrel
·of laughs from the
time he walks into his
class. He teaches
seriously, however.
Read about him on
page3.
M~gidson

cheapened" by the short
semester. Referring to the
traditional semester system,
Simpson said· that the rate at
which information would have to
be assimilated would go down,
therefore the quality of education
would go up."
Assistant Professor of Nursing,
Mejgs Dickman said that the long
break allows faculty to develop
needed programs to "keep their
sanity." Assistant Professor of
Zoology James Haney added to
this, sayin& "Academia requires
that one do research" and that
the longer semester allows this
research to be done.
The two proposals were pass.ed
by a roll call vote of 51 to 19, with
one abstention.

By Dfane Breda
The five student body presidential candidates agreed last night
at Debate '76 that the main concern of their administrations
would be' to promote the quality
of education at UNH.
Debat_e '76, conducted last
night in the Memorial Union
Building's Stafford Room was an
issues forum rather than a
debate. The candidates touched
on such issues as the Kari-van,
parking, housing, alcohol, passfail, student apathy_and the role
of the woman student.
The five candidates: Ronald
Crowley, Tony Leocha, Cindy
Brown, Briand Wade and Jim
O'Neill, were each allowed a
three minute opening and closing
presentation. The candidates
echoed their campaign themes.
Cindy Brown said, "We should

-Doonesbury
Surprise, surprise,
all you Doonesbury
fans. The Globe said
no two days in a row.
Find out about it on
page 15.

relate education to real life."
Brown said she believes real
world happenings are ignored in
the classroom.
She added, "We are white· and
born white.and that puts us in a
position of influence and
authority here at the university
and the rest of the world.
"In the 60s the university acted
as a conscience and made people
realize what Vietnam was all
about," said Brown. She said
UNH should continue to be concerned with world issues.
Jim O'Neill said, "I want to see
students
get
involved
in
academic policies· and a real indepth look for their best
education." He said, "The
students must be made aware of
what the facultv has to say."
DEBATES, page 4

No. ·1
Not since the late
forties has UNH won
the Yankee Conference twice in a
row. See the game
story
and
the
lowdown on the post
season possibihties
on page 24.
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-News Briefs
Joint degree
The College of Engineering and Physical Scienees arid the
Whittemore School of Business and Economics are now offering al
combined program leading to the concurrent award of a BS
degree in Engineering and a Master's degree in Business Administration.
.
The program, open to students in chemical, civil, electrical
.and mechanical engineering at the end of their sophomore year,
can be completed in five years rather than the normal six years
required to earn both of these degrees.
·
Students admitted to this program have to meet all University
requirements for each degree. This means that a student enrolled
in this combined program will have to take more than the normal
16 credits per semester, and will have to have 12 to 24 credits
which count toward both the undergraduate and graduate degree
requirements.

Career day
'Thete will be a Career Infor!Jlatioh Day Wednesday, Nov.17 at
New Hampshire College in Manchester.
The Information Day is sponsored by the College Council and
Placement Office, a consortium of 12 New Hampshire colleges.
l!NH-student~ and alumni will be able to talk with representatives from over 50 businesses and organizatiQns about career
opportunities in business, government, armed services and
graduate schools.
·
The info~mation day is scheduled to last from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Three semmars are featured: "Career Opportunities for Liberal
Arts Majors'";. "Federal Employment Information"; and
"Resume/Interview Workshop".
'

Execution
A man caught defacing a political poster in the Chinese city of
Changsha last -Saturday was executed for "crimes of counterrevolution,'' according to official notices in that city.
The poster proclaimed the appointment of Hua Kuo-Feng as the
new Communist Party Chairman. Hua, who was appointed to
succeed the late Chairman Mao Tse-Tung last month, rose to
prominence as a governmental administrator in Changsha.
The notices also reported the execution of a woman found guilty
of prostitution.

Listening Post may sell
beer, food and records
By Robert McCormack
The Listening Post on Main
Street in Durham may begin
selling beer and groceries in addition to records, according to its
new owner, Armand~~. Vallee.
Vallee said the change 1s subject
to approval by the Durham Plan- .
ningBoard.
Vallee bought the Listening
Post on Nov.8 from Leonard ·
Janowitz in hope of transferring
his beer and grocery business
from Jodi's in Dover, which he
owns. Jodi's, according to Vallee,
is a big supplier of keg beer to
fraternities and sororities at
UNH, but has not been doingw.ell
s;:inc,g th9

ro~d

on whiC'h it ill?

located was closed for construction a few months ago. Vallee
said he is going to close Jodi's.
The ·Durham planning board
will conduct a site review hearing
tomorrow night at the town offices. Planning Board Chairman
Stephen Roberts said the purpose
of the hearing is to allow owners
of properties adjacent to the
Listening Post to ask questions
and to serve as "an information
gathering" process so ,that the
board can make a decision on the
proposed changes.
Roberts said the board will look
at the "Effect on traffic circulation, parking spaces and
loading docks," and will give its
decision a week later.
Should the Planning Board
allow Vallee ·to go through with
his plans, th~ Listening Post
would ·become the third grocery .

New Listening Post owner, Armand Vallee is a familiar face
to many stuaents. He owns Jodi's in Dover, a popular ·
packaged goods store. (Bill Kelton photo)
store near campus that sells
beer. Newsky's and Community
Markel are me other two.
. Jo~n Grimes, who owns Commun1ty Market, would not say
whether he opposed Vallee's
selling beer at the Listening Post

or not. As owner of the abutting
property, Grimes has a right to
speak at the planning board's
meeting. Grimes said he would
be at the meeting.
The owner of Newsky's could
not be reached for comment.

Kennedys
Ethel Kennedy and Eunice Shriver race their cars home from
church at high speeds nearly every Sunday, according to Special
Police Officer John Eble. Eble, whose job it is to guard the
Kennedy compound in Hyannis, Mass., made the charge in an
interview in the National Enquirer that was reprinted in the
Manchester Union Leader yesterday. .
Eble also charged that Ethel Kennedy called him a "Nazi
Storm Trooper,'' Michael Kennedy drove an unlicensed, uninsured, anct unregistered car from North Carolina to Hyannis,
John Kennedy Jr., who has no license, drove his mother dQ.wn a
public street, and Eunice Shriver drives on the wrong side of the
road, through stop signs, up one-way streets, and tows her children on bicycles behind her car . .

Food problems to he
presented to students
Programming Committee will be
. A series of workshops and held in the MUB on Saturday,
lectures on the. World Hunger Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. The committee:
situation will be held in the Mem- will accept a donation of $1.001
orial Union Building Thursday from those who attend which will
be used to feed the world's hungry.
Thursday, Nov. 18 will be·a day of
'We want to make
fasting on a voluntary basis,
world-wide. According to William
students aware of the
Head, the UNH chaplain, sufficient information to involve the
severity of the world
dining halls in this aspect of the
program was not available in
hunger situation.' time,
but he has hopes that this
can be arranged in the future. ~
"We want to make students
and Friday to "raise the con- aware of the severity of the-world
sciousness of the Durham com- hunger situation," said Head.
Sigma Nu will have baskets im
munity .to the fact that the right
to be free from hunger is an the MUB and in other locations on
campus where people can donate
inalienable right.''
canned goods for needy people
The UNH Ecumenicai Mi.J}istry, fu the Durham, Dover, Newmarket,
representatives from OXfam, a area.
world-wide organization conTin Palace, Weeks, and Youngs
cerned. about the hunger pr~b- in Durham will also have specials
lem" Sigma Nu.' a commumty . to mark the World Hunger days.
service frate:mty, and. other
All events are free to the public.
students are mvolved with th~ Donations for Oxfam to help pur. hunger _programs.
chase seed for undeveloped counIn addition to the workshops, tries will be accepted at any
a dance sponsored by the Area I workshop.

The snow which fell on the northeast last week played som_ e visual tricks on this sand on the
shore of the Pemigeuasseit River in Plymouth. (Ed Acker photo)

By Janet Prince

Counseling Center hearing
set for Thursday at 12:30
By Elizabeth Grimm

· Vice-President of Student Services Jack Calhoun· announced
that an open hearing to discuss
Vice Provost for Student Affairs
Richard Stevens' Health and
Counseling Center proposal will
be held at 12:30 Thursday in the
Granite State Room.
The proposal was outlined at an
open hearing yesterday at noon in
the Mub. "At Thursday's meeting
we'd like to have stildent reactions to_ the proposal and I urge
students to bring . a prepared
outline or text of their remarks so
we can get back to them," said
Calhoun speaking to the student
caucus Sunday night.
Stevens has proposed to abolish
the Counseling and Testing Cell-:
ter, which he says would save
$65,000 a year which would be
used to imorove facilities at Hood

House.
Calhoun said that the Student
Caucus' Counseling and Testing
Issue committee isn't taking a
position. "The purpose of the
committee is to remove the
emotional aspects and to inform
everyone about the . actual
changes that will take place.
Calhoun said, "We are concerned
with student input and want to
hear recommendations in favor
or against Stevens' .proposal.
Whatever the decision, someone
isn't.going to be happy but we're
determined · to stick with it and
make a decision."
In other action~ Commuter
Senator Terry DeNafio announced that six more runs may be
added to the Kari-van schedule
next semester. The increased
runs will probably be added
during the week-dav and

weekend afternoons. A -definite
schedule will be dr·awn up by the
end of next week and distributed
to students during the first week
of December.
DeNafio also told the Caucus to
urge people to ·respond to the
parking questionnaire in The
New Hampshire. The parking
committee is formulating a
proposal to present to the University Parking and Traffic Committee the first week of DecembeF.
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs Tom Grady announced
that the pass/fail committee's
formal report of new recommendations for pass/fail requirements
will be presented to the Nov. 21
meeting of the caucus. If the
caucus approves the proposal it
will be submitted to the

PAGE THREE
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Spitz says f acuity should
make academic decisions
By Matt Vita
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz
said yesterday that academic
decisions that deal with the
curriculum and calendar should
be made primarily by the faculty
and that students should not have
the final say in academic matters.~
Spitz was speaking in response
to an interview with him that apoea.red in Sunday's New Hampshire Sunday News (sister·
paper to the Manchester Union
Leader) in which he was quoted
_as saying that the Oct. 21 student
demonstration at UNH was " a
preview of things to come.''
"It is damn foolishness to let
people who come to be taught tell
us what will be taught," the Sunday News reports ~pnz as saymg.

'i'he interview occured two educating greater numbers of
weeks ago, according to Spitz. In people at a low cost and
it, Spitz expressed concern over preparing people for vocations
the decline in academic standards and jobs, Spitz said. These expecand achievement and the impact tations come not only from
of increased student power in students, but also from the state,
academic matters.
alumni and the general public,
"The students should have a according to Spitz.
say in matters of a non-academic
Spitz responded to a number of
nature, but we must not the issues brought up by Student
relinquish control of our Government in the student
curriculum. We must not surren- protest last month in which
der to student desires,'' Spitz said Student Body President David
in the 1nterview.
_ Farnham expressed concern
"We are going through a period over:
of new kinds of demands on the
--The change of the academic
University. This is what I meant calendar to a "traditional calenby "Things to come," Spitz said -dar which has first semester
yesterday.
final exams after a two week
There is an increasing· ex~tation of the .University s roll in SPITZ, page 8

LJberal Arls

Dean Alan ~p1tz

( ~d

Acker photo)

How do you knoiv you are not an ashtray?
By Lisa Milier
Magidson gazes out at his ·
"I like to create excitement," students and wryly says "Well,
says Professor David J. Magid- we've got quite a crowd here
svn with a grin, "so that kids who today. I guess everyone heard
come jnto a theatre or take that since last week's lecture was
classes somehow have a sense · so dull, this week's had to be funthat they are people and not ny. That's how they go, right?ashtrays. That's not a line of dull, funny, dull, funny.... "
mine, its's a line from a play - Students nod and shout their
one guy says to another, "How do assent. "Well," he laughs, "I've
- you .know you're alive? How do got you fooled! "
you know you're not an ash
"One of my most powerful tools
tray?"
is humor," says the bearded
There is no mistaking this im- Magidson, as_he sits in his ofposing chairman of the speech fice' 'somehow proportionalizing
and drama department for an information and thiilking up
ashtray. He strides into hfs large examples that stick in people's
communications class, briefcase minds that are interesting and
in hand, and almost succeedS in funny enough to keep."
reaching the podium before
"Part of the key to doing this,
several students begin sar- for me, is being funny. And that's
castically commenting on his the kind -of reputation that I've
haircut. Flipping a· copy of The gotten, and it's not an accident. I
New Hampshire over his head generally mean to be. Because
to cover the offending hair, he that's part of the way I 1ook at the
climbs onto the stage and stands world. Instead of taking
joking for a few minutes before everything very seriously, I try to
he laughingly removes the tak~ it extremely unseriously - it
makes everything easier l''
newspaper.
Lecturing to the crowded
"Where'd you get the haircut'?"
calls out someone in the third communications class, he strides
row. "Here," laughs Magidson, from the podium to the blackpointing to a thinning area atop .board, passes his !llicrophone
his head. Then he pulls out his from one hand to the other,
notes, plugs in his microphone, gestures animatedly with hand or
head and joins in the laughter of
and begins class.

Stnd~nt

his students. ·
. thought this might be a possible
As re re1axes in ttE swivel chair way to manage it, with a large
in his cluttered office, its walls lecture class. And we find that it
covered with posters from past works .well/' Magidson explains.·
University productions and piles "Our feeling is that it's an imporof books and papers everywhere, tant course, a kind of synthesizer
Magidson's energy is sublimated that talks the kinds of·( things that
into the widening of his eyes as he people leEtrn in all areas and
speaks or movement of his hands gives them a way to see how they
fit together in a communications
as he tamps tobacco into a pipe.
. "Over the years we've had environment."
"People notice their comseveral different forms for this
c~mmunication course, and we municdtions environment about

MAGIDSON, pagell

New lot to

body elections

The student body elecqons are being held today and fo :: morrow at six locations around campus.
The voting times and places are: at the MUB and the library
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.; at Huddleston, Philbrook, ,and
Stillings between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.; and at
Barton Hall between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
ICool-ald1will run the balloting proceedure in- cooperation wjth
the Student Judiciary Board, wno coordinated the overall election
process. To insure a fair outcome the votes will be deposited in
ballot boxes borrowed from the Town of Dover, which the University Police will take charge of between the two voting days.
H none of the five candidates receives 50 per cent of the votes, a
run-off will be held between the top two vote getters the Monday
and Tuesday after Thanksgiving vacation

he _paved:
25 to 35 -

new spaces
Communications Professor David Magidson who is bound
to get at least one laugh out of his class each time it meets.
( ed Acker Photo)

Students defend Counseling Center
The professional counseling · He said UNH needs the cowieling
By Katie McClare
At a hearing of the Student staff would transfer to Career services which Counseling and
Committee - on Counseling and ·Planning. There would be three Testing provides.
Testing yesterday students ex- student outreach counselors, five
According .to Stephens and the
pressed doubt that Vice Provost to seven certified advanced grad- committee the main concern was
of Academic Affairs 'Richard uate students, and 15 to 18 budgetting· the counselling serStevens' · proposal to reorganize masters in education candidates vice. Stephens said the Health
counseling services would save in the Counseling Service.
Services Advisory Committee
Under the mental health unit, recommended ·the revamping of
as much money as he has
there would be a--J>Sychologist, Counseling and Testing in order
claimed.
Committee member Scott psychiatric social worker, and to improve Hood House, which he
Stephens presented the proposal possibly a psychiattjst, said called "grossly inadequate."
in the first of two "open meet- Stephens.
Stenhens dted two contraMost of the students at the dictary reports on the issue from 1
ings" on the Couriseling and
Testing issue. He said its purpose hearing were graduate students former Director of Counseling
was to "take information" from in education. They questioned and Testing Peter Cymbolic and

students and present recom-

mendations to Stevens.
Stevens said his proposal will
save $60,000 to $65,000 a year. It
involves placing "academic and
personality
testing" ·under
Career Planning and Placement,
and the counseling services
under a new "mental health
_:::unit," said Stephens.

Stevens'

figures.

group Cymbolic saw it as 10 students. We look at it as 50 student
contacts if there are five
sessions."
Several of those in the audience
brought up the issue of personality · conflict between Cymbolic
and his staff. Said Webb, "Peter
Cymbolic was having great problems with his staff. That ought to
be brought out in the open." He
call~ Cymbolic's report "vindictive."
Also under discussion were
women's issues.. A member of the
audience expre~sed concern over

Graduate the center itseH. Stephens said the firing of Barbara Brockelrnan

assistantships on the average of
$3,000 and a tuition waiver would
eliminate most of the supposed
savings, they said.
They criticized what they
called a "medical model" for
counseling services. Education
professor Dwight Webb ·said the
model was "20 years out of date."

as much as a fish notices the
water ~t swims in. And yet that
water, that water is the most important thing in that fish's life;
his major activity takes place in
that water -- and communications
in that sense, should be studied.''
Beginning his class lecture,
Magidson says, "Okay, today
we're going to talk about inferences.One ot me problems with alot
of our beliefs is that they are
based- on faulty inferences. Like,
we had a head school mistress
once who decided to restrict what
girls could wear to school
because it was distracting the
boys from their studying.''
- "First, she said that no girls
could Wear red, because red excited the poys and gave them the
wrong ideas." The class roars.
"Then she said that girls could ·
not wear patent leather shoes,
Now, that seems dumb, but what
is one thing about patent leather
shoes"! They are shiny, and
reflect upward, and she was
. afraid that all of us boys would be
walking around school looking
down at the girls' shoes, hey'
wow, and trying to see whatever
we could in them! P
"Now, that is stupid. But alot of

Cymbolic estimate a cost of and Judy Palmer, saying they
being
discriminated
$51.13 per student contact, while were
Counseling and Testing figured a against. Another woman said the
cost of about nine dollars per two staff members had a great
deal of concern over women's
student contact.
Stephens explained this dis- issues and that it would be harmcrepancy by saying, "Cymbolic ful to dismiss them.
was looking at it on a per student
basis. If there are 10 students in a COUNSELING, page 14

Bv Garv Langer
The dirt area adjacent to Lot
B near the Whittemore Scnool
will be paved over within three
weeks to provide 25-35 new parking spaces. · "It will just be an
extension of Lot B," said Physical Plant and Maintenance
(PPO&M)
director Eugene
Lever.
Construction of the new lot
could be postponed until spring if
the weather in the next few weeks
is unusually cold or wet. ' 'We are
at the mercy of the weather,"
said Lever.
In the past, students were
allowed to park in the dirt area
without receiving tickets. Early
this semester, many students
received tickets for parking in
the dirt area and boulders were . set up on Oct. 18 by the PPO&M
to keep ~cars from entering the
area.
Cha.rles Breeding, chairman of
the parking and traffic committee, said that his committee
asked PPO&M to survey the area
last October ''to determine the
feasibility of paving the area."
PPO&M proposed five possible
lot designs to the committee last
week. ''It hasn't been decided
which plan will be used,·· said
Lever.
Lever said that three construction companies offered bids on
LOTB, page 14
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DebQtes
DEBATES,
continued from page 1

Briand Wade said if he had to
approach Gov. Meldrim Thomson be would inform him that the

students at UNH are trying to get
an education.
..Gov.
Thomson
thinks
education is second place to taxes
and saving money. I would tell
him this University is not full of
radicals. We won't tar and
feather him or throw bricks at his
window "said Wade.
.
lie said be would work with the
governor rather than against him
and make him knowledgable on
what students are doing.
Ronald Crowley said for a
quality education there mu,st be
'"more cooperation in the Univer:Uty ~tc where etudcnts have a

lot more power." He said Student
Government
must
be
professionalized.,,
He added the student senate
must go out and talk with students in dorms and the MUB. These
students m.kt meet with the administration
regularly,
intimately and harmoniously. He
added, "It's absolutley insane to
have pass-fail."
Tony Leocha said the faculty
really works with and for the
students. Leocha has endorsed
collective bargaining for faculty
at UNH. He said faculty and
students should work together for
a quality education.
The candidates were not
allowed to bring notes or written
materials to the debate. The candidates were asked questions
from four panelists:
The candidates were not
allowed to bring notes or written ·
material to the debate. The candidates were asked questions
from four panelists:
-.
Editor of JuriS Questor Brian
Peters Chief Announcer of
wumi Pamela Rodi, English
"' Department Chairman Donald

Student presidential candidates Jim O'Neill, Tony Leocha, Cindy Brown, Ron Crowley and Briand Wade. (Ed Acker photo)

A continuing series

Murray and Editor in Chief of
The New . Hampshire Steven
Morrison.
A few members of the audience
were upset that no crowd reaction was allowed. Some 40 persons attended the debate, which By Niles Clevesy and Libby Grimm
was also aired live on WUNH and
Richard A. Mors·e
video-taped by the Student Video
Unirnrsity Trustee Ricnard A.
Tape Organization.
Morse wants "to see the faculty
Leocha said he believes student have a larger role in University
apathy exists at UNH. "We governance, but not by the collecneed more student input. We tive bargaining route." Morse
could hold caucus meetings at said
''Collective bargaining
different dorms or even at the dest~oys effective faculty parKeg Room."
ticipation in the University
Brown said, "Apathy is an governance process.''
American problem
because
He said, "The faculty are parpeople don't _believe they can coi:i- tly to blame, themselves, for lettrol their bves anymore. This ting their power slip away from
University is political and we them·-more because of the
have to work with the Uviversity aggressiveness of students.
on those terms."
"I'd like to see the faculty
Crowley said he believes there assert themselves in the decisionis apathy among women on the making part of this campu~. Th~y
UNH campus. "Women have have not been aggressive m
traditionally got the .bad end of recent years."
Morse is a serious-minded, but
DEBATES, page 21
amiable person who, when nqt

New .Hampshire Trustees

.· November 17
3 9 p.m.
Granite State Room

engaged m University matters
works as a lawyer and .family
man. Morse! is a partner in the
law firm of Sl)eehan, Phinney,
Bass and Green in the Hampshire
Plaza in Manchester. '.!'he ~rust_ee
lives in Manchester· with his wife
and four children.
Morse was appointed by
Governor Peterson in 1971 and his
term lasts until 1977.
The trustee, who serves as
Vice-Chairman of the Board,
graduated from UN Hin 1951 with
an AB in political science. He
received a JD from Harvard
Law School in 1956.
Morse serves as Chairman of
the Finance,' Committee of the
Board. In this position he is able
to scrutinize the financial affairs
of the University c.Losely.
The University ~ystem has

been treated well by the
Legislature in the past. I expect
that . we'll be treated fairly in the
upcoming biennium. I'm !lot
saying that we'll be gettmg
enough money, but we are with
respect to the limited funds that
the state has available," he said.
Concerning
the
student
representative system of the
Board, Mo.rse said, ·"If you're
going to have a student trustee,
he or she should be elected by the
students. I have always favored
this.
"The student trustee should be
the choice of the students and not
be a part of the political views of
the Governor's Council," said
Morse.

TRUSTEES, page 20
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- Reside~ts

must separate
all recycleahle materials

By Katie McClare
The Durham Board of Selectmen
approved an ordinance Monday
night
which
would
make
separation
of
recycleable
materials mandatory for all
Durham residents recycling
·trash. Refuse must be divided into colored and clear glass and
cans, newsprint, and other
miscellaneom~ trash~

Anything not separated will be
left on the street. If not removed
within 12 hours there will be a $15
fine.
The ordinance complies with a
1976 town meeting vote. It will go
into effect Nov. 22, and remain
untilDoc. 17.

Selectman Owen _Durgin abstained from voting and James
Chamberlin opposed it. He said,
"The Recycling Committee
decided against it and I feel I'm
obligated to stick to this."
In other business, the Selectmen r~jected a bid from Iafolla

r

campus calendar"
TUESDAY, Novembe! 16

The Selectmen heard a report
Industries for prelimin~uy earthwork on the town's new tennis on the recent check of the
courts on Mill Road and voted to Durham town line and a report on
work on a new design for the solid waste disposal, referred
bids on snow plows to the Public
courts.
Iafolla. offered to do the work Works Advisory Committee and
for $39,000. Selectman Chairman temporarily approved a bid to
Malcolm Chase said he estimated repair the police station chimney
the work to cost about $26,000. for$700.
On Saturday, , the Durham
The Board will work with architect David -Gress for a new Selectmen had met with selectmen from Newmarket, Lee, and
plan.
Madbury to check the town line.
Robert Stephens of the Plan- Chamberlin reported it was in
ning Board requested that the order. His report will be filed
part-time office-worker for the with
the town clerk and Secretary
Planning Board work full-time of State.
hours. He asked that she be
Chase said he had met last
exempted from hourly overtime wook
with 1:1cvcral acca towu:s on
pay, saying that she had "ex- the possibilty of a joint inpressed a willingness" for this.
cinerator pro1~ram. A report will
The Board approved the be issued by early January on the
request temporarily, with the 5ubject.
stipulation that there would be a
Director of Public Works
letter to the employee "guaran- George Crombie said the Board
teeing that the minute it became would have to check the validity
too much for her-she will tell us of the chimney bid before forand we can cha.;.1ge it."
mally ac~epting it.

Recycle The New Hampshire!

rORGANIC SEMINAR: "Photochemisty of 4 - Pyrones and
4 - Hydroxypryrylium Cations," James'Pavlik, Worcester
Polytechnic Institute; Parsons Hall, Rm. L-103, 11 a.m.-12
noon.

HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Aristotle's Politics and Ethics,"
Warren Brown, Political Science Dept., Richards
Auditorium, Murkland,·11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING:Dartmouth,
Field House Pool, 4 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Vriswold, the
Woeful Dragon," Hennessy Theater, 4 p.m. Admission $1
per person; Groups of 12 or more, 50 cents each.
LECTURE: "Surgery of the Brain," by Donald Wilson,
sponsored by MUSO, Strafford Rm., MUB, 8 p.m.
MUil PUB: Talent Night, 0 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, November 17
CLINIC FOR WOMEN ONLY: Learn the use of Universal
Weight Machine, conducted by George Elder, Supervisor of
Athletic nept. Weight Room and Tra.ining Programs. Open
to ail female students, faculty and staff. Room 9, Held
House, 12 noon.
UNIVERSITY THEATER MATINEE: "As Y~u Like It,"
Johnson Theater, 2 p. m. Students $2;· Gene~al $2.50.
MUB OPEN HOUSE FOR CLUBS/ORGANIZATIONS:
""1"he Endless Summer," popcorn, cotton candy, "Jaws" and
Beach Boy music by the Spectras." Rep_resentatives of UNH
clubs will answer your questions- about their activities.
Sponsored by Student Activities, Granite State Rm., MUB,
3-9 p.m.
0

UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Driswold, the
Woeful Dragon," Hennessy Theater, . 4 p.m. · Admission
. $1; Groups of 12 or-more 50 cents.
MATHEMATICS · COLLOQUIUM: "Imersions of
Manifolds in Euclidean Space," Frank Peterson, MIT.
Refreshments, 3:30 p.m., Math Lounge, M316. Seminar, 4-5
p.m. Kingsbury, M308, math wing.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, "funk & Bump," 8 p.m.

by SCOPE

An Over 18 Audience
for

StephenJoBI.dd

THURSDAY, November 18

· J.Geil•~

THE

WORLD HUNGER WORKSHOPS: Sponsored
Ecumen.ieal Ministry, MUB, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

1:1ii·ri:1!1l GEILsr:1:m;1:

BAND

r
Seth J ustrnan

256903'

THE DWIGHT

767581

-. Sunday, November 21
Field House .8 ·p .m.

Tickets at MUB NOW
$3.50 UNH students with OWN valid ID
$5.50 all others with proof of age
for more information call 862-2195

OAK ROOM SERIES: Back massage demonstration by
Dwight AuJtman. Sponsored by Area II £.rogramming Bd.,
in the Oakroom, Huddleston. Please enter by side door near
Fairchild, 8 p.m.

•

no smoking or drinking

WIN 2 TICKETS TO J. GEILS!
Two tickets at Funk & Bump Wednesday night!
Two tickets at SCOPE booth at Endless Summer
General meeting to work on J. Geils show at 7:00 p.m.,
Tues., Nov. 16 in the MUB

EARTH SCIENCES SEMINAR: "C~operative Engineering
and Geologi_cal Research Project in the Arctic Ocean," Robt.
Corell, Director of UNH Marine Program, 303 James,
12:iS-1 p.m.

MUSO FILMS: "G,ate of Hell/' and "Through a Glass
Darkly," Strafford Rm., MUB, season pass or 75 cents at the
door, 6:30 & 9 p. m.

"I'm on Fire"

467958

AIP SEMINAR: "Nitric Oxide Coordination Chemistry,"
Martha Finnegan, Chem. Dept., Parsons Hall, Rm. L-103,
11 a.m.-12 noon~

UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Driswold, the
Woeful Dragon," Hennessy Theater, 4 p.m. Admission $1
per person; Groups of 12 or more 50 cents.

TWILLEY BAND

Peter Wolf

by

THURSDAY AT ONE: "D.o Men and Women Think and
Write Differently?" Talk by Cinthia Conrad, UNH MA
graduate in. Linguistics, on what brain research can tell us
about the effects of gender of language and literature .
Hamilton-Smith, Rm. 130; at 1 p.m.

& special guest stars
.Magic DIC!c

-...

The SCOPE Office, Rm. 124

MUB.PUB: "All Thumbs Band," 8 p.m:

FRIDAY, November 19
WOR~D

HUNGER WORKSHOPS: Sponsored liy
Ministry, MUB, 9 a.m. -4 p..m.
UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Driswold, the
Woeful Dragon," Hennessy Theatre, 4 p.m. Admission $1;
Groups of 12 or more 50 cents.
~cumenical

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: Central
Conn. State, 7 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "As You Like It," Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. Studerits·$2.50; General $3.
\.... MUB PUB: "Riverside Drive," 8 p.m.

THE NEW HAMPSHI:RE is publiahed and distributed semiweekly Uiroughou.t the academic year. Our offices are located in

the Memorial Union Building. Durham N.H. 03824. 'Phone
882-1124 or 862-1490. Yearly subscription •7.00 Second -ala•
po8'age paid at Durham. N.11. Printed at Cut.le Publications~
tow. N.U. Total nuJQber of coptes printed 10,500.
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GENERAL

notices

FRESHMAN CAMP APPLICATIONS: Now available in
the MUB Activities Office, Rm. 126. Deadline for interviews: December 4 and 5. Sign up now!
ENVIRONMENTAL FILM SERIES: "Energy: New
Sources. The Empty Nest, Endless Sea," sponsored by
Environmental Mini-Dorm. Thursday, November 18at 8
p.m. Mini-Dorm Number 8.
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER PROGRAM: "Open
Relationships," Dialogue of a married couple about
commitment . jealousy and freedom in their relationship: Thurstlay·. November 18 at 7:30 p.m., Gibbs
Lounge. ·
·
TURKEY DAY DINNER: Turkey Day feast with all the
trimmings, Thursday.. November 18 for evening dinner
in Huddlest.on, Philbrook, Stillings. Without meal ticket,
$2.90.

SFORUM NEEDS MATERIAL: We're a science.fiction
and fantasy journal. Bring your reviews, poetry, short
stories, or pen-and-ink illustrations relating to science
fiction or fantasy to the SForum box, Student Activities
Office. MUD. -

. LOOKING FOR LOST EYEGLASSES? -Check at the
Mt:m Information Center. We are~also a lost afid found
service.
LOST CLOTHING? BOOKS? The MUB Information
Center still has many items found since the beginning of
the semester. If you are missing something, check us
out! We will empty the lost and foµnd into the Good Will
Box on Wednesday, November 24.
._
SENIOR PORTRAIT SIGN-UPS: The 1977 Granite
Yearbook has scheduled Senior portrait sign ups from
November 8-November 23 in Room 125, MUB, 9. a.m.-4 ·
p.m. The portraits will .be taken November 29December 3; and December 6-10.
CHRISTMAS WORKSHOPS: Handmade Christ111as
Decorations. Fee $3; Pine Cone Wreaths, Fee $3; Block
·Printed Christmas Cards, Fee $3.50; String Art, Fee $3;
sponsored by Student Activities. Walch New Hampshire
for further details.
WANT A QUIET PLACE TO READ OR STUDY? Area ii
Study Rooms are now open daily, 9a.m,. -11 p.m., Hitchcock Basement.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD PROGRAM STUDENT
COMMITTEE: Meeting, Thursday, Nove1J1ber 18 at 7
p.m. al the Home of Jarry Stearns, Chajrman, 12 Dover
Rd. Plans will be made for the Christmas Blood Drive
scheduled for December 6.7,8,9. Anyone intereted in
helping with ideas is welcome.
COMPUTER COURSE: RUNOFF, Thursday, November 18from 1:30-3:30 p.m., Kingsbury Hall, M227.

SOVIET UNION: Language & Culture Win~er Study
Tour to the Soviet union from January 2 to January 23,
1977. Price includes tours to Moscow. Leningrad, Kiev-direct flight from New York to Moscow--three
meals/day--all accomodations and transfers. $803.
Students may receive 2 credits for language or cultur_e
and civilization. For further information contact:
Department of German and Russian., Murkland 16, at
862-1218.
SENA ESPANOLA CON SANGRIA: Come, hebe, baila todo por $1.50 en "la cena espanola con sangria." I Que
fiesta tendremos! Compra tu boleto de Susan Gonye en
Murkland 303"; 22 November, 5:30 p.m. Foreighn
language mimi dorm - i ven !
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER: The Coun:;eling Center is starting~ weekly 'Drop-In' each Thi)rsday from 12 noon to 2:oo p.m. If you want to. talk
'straight", share experiences, meec some people, stop
by! Bring your lunch - we '11 provide the coffee! The Center is in Schofield House, .a cross the' street from Stoke
Halt

ACADEM1C
u ...,.ting, W"'dnesday. Novembet;" 17 at 7 p.m., of all foreign language
~.tudents and n;iajors inteJ:este!i in a career in,business.
~lace:' Lounge
Mar~~on )Jpuse. <m~nf-d.orni no, \..3J;;.•
Virginia Tripp of WSBE wilt speak "of ·colirses ahcf
programs prestmtly available and those still in the p!ahning stages designed far business career preparation.
li'QREICN LANCU.:\.CE &:'l'UDENT&::

of

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
AREA II PROGRAMMING BOARD: Coffee House,
Tuesday, November 16 at 8 p.m., Randall Lounge.
AREA Ill RESIDENTS: 2nd workshop on the problems,
prospects, expectation~ of going home for ·Christmas,
"Mom, How I Have Changed," by Bob Qallo, Assistant
Dean of Students and Greg Stone, Head Resident of
~hristenMen. Tuesday, November 16, at 7:30 - 9 p.m.,
Philbrook Dining Hall.
ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM: Meeting,
Tuesday. November 16 at 7 p.m., Merrimack Rm.,
MUB.
N.H. VOLUNTEER . PROBATION COUNSELORS:
Discussion. Wednesday, November 17 at 7:30-9 p.m ..
Grafton Rm., MUB.
SENATE MEETING: Monday, November 22 at Hi
p.m .. McConnell 314.
TESSERACT: Meeting, Monday, November 22 at 8:30
p.m., Grafton Rm., MUB. ......
HORSEMAN'S CLUB: Meeting. Linda Bland will speak
on free style jumping, Tuesday, November 16 at 7:30
D.m. Kenda 11202.

UNH costs are among
the nation's highest·
By Robert McCormack

-<o

Charges for tµition, required
fees and room and board at UNH
are among the highest in the
country for state and land grant
universities, accordh1g to a
report
by
the
N__ational
Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges.
The report, based on a survey
of 135 four-year and graduate
campusesl showed that UNH has
the seventh highest rate for
tuition and required fe~s for
resident students. ($1097 per
year), and the fourth highest rate
for non-resident students ($30~7~.
The University of Vermont is
second in the nation tor tumon
and fees for residents ($1348) and
s~~OiidJo~ .non:residents ($3378)..
The Universi~y of Connecticut
was ninth in the nation for tuition
and fees to resident students
($1025). These were the only New
Englahd sch.ools beside UNH,
listed in the top ten in lhese two
categories.
For total charges to students,
which included tliition, required
fees, and room and board, UNH
was rated tenth in the nation for
residents ($2557) and fourth for
non-residents< $4547). The
University of Vermont was fourth
($2840) for residents and first for
non-residents ($4870). The Univer
sity of H.hode Island was ninth for
non-residents ($2574).
Federal City College in

Washington, D.C. had the lowest
rate for tuition and fees for
resident students of the surveyed
colleges ($135). The University of
Guam in Agana had the lowest
rate for non-resident students
($310).
Cornell University had the
highest rate for tuition and fees
for resident students ($1800)and
the University of Colorado had
the highest rates for non-resident
students ($4860.
The median charge for tuition
and fees for state and land-grant
universities throughout the country was $630 for resident students
and $1,521 for non-residents.
'l'hP.
rPport also stated.
"Traditionally black colleges and
campuses located outside th.e
contirtenta:I
United
States
dominated listings of lowest
charges while campuses in New
England and the Middle Atlantic
states dominated the listings of
highest charges. The survey
proved this assertion true.
Tuition rates for resident and
non-resident students of other
New England state universities
are: Connecticut, $540 · for
residents, $1230 for nonresidents; Maine, $675 for
residents, $2050 fpr nonresidents; Massachusetts, $345
for residents, $1550 for nonresidents; Rhode Island, $745 for
residents, $1890 for non-residents
and 'Vermont, $1200 for resideQts,
$3230 for non-residents.

the new hampshire
needs reporters
every Sunday, 6:30 p.m . .

Anyone who wishes to submit information to either Campus Calendar or Notices should do so at the Office of Stud~nt Activities on the top floor of the Memorial Union Building in room 322 and not to The New
Hampshire office.
·
·

room 151, MUB

Adventure

nowoffered at
University of NewHampshire
Call:
ARMY ROTC, CAPTAIN BOWEN 8621078

/
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Durham-- ihe iiailOn.'S-egg distri-Oution capital
By Joy McGranahan
Five wom~n sit behind desks in
- a small, newly-furnished office.
They are talking on phones, quotting prices, and jotting down
figures. On the wall in front of
them is a clock posting both
eastern and pacific time, and
below that a large bulletin board
separated into categories for
buyers and sellers.
The woman at the first desk is
talking to a man from New York.
He says, "I want to make a bid for
750 of class one for 63." The
womananswers, "We've had that
offer for 6.5." Adjustments are
made - perhaps there will be a
sale.
This i~ not Wall Street, but 21
Madbury Road, Durham. It is the
headquarters
of
Egg
Clearinghouse, lhc., <EC!) where
the price of eggs is established for
theentii:c Un.ited~t~.

.

ECI IS a. pubhc trading- exchange that is done by telephone.
According to Raymond Delano,
president of ECI, it is an
organization of members all over
the United States and accounts for
approximately 50 per cent of the
egg industry.
"Through ECI, one milliorr·
cases of eggs are traded across
the country each year. That's 360
million eggs!" says Delano.
How did the center of all this
national · trade come to be in a
small office in Durham'!
"It just happened that way,"
says Delano.
Delano, a Durham resident for
almost 20 years, had developed an
interest in marketing and production. In the early 1960's, he
became manager of the Northeastern · Egg
Marketing
Association, a cooperative group
of egg producers.
ECI was organized out of this in
May, 1971, in St. Louis; Missouri.
At the start, it was trading loose,
gradeable eggs which, according
to Delano, was not economically
sound.
"The grading process was one
that was unnecessary and too expensive for a farmer with hundreds of chickens," says Delano.
By Sept. 1971, Delano became
president of ECI, and moved it to
Durham . Two months later, he
developed the gr,adeable nest run
egg concept, which allows individual farmers to sell their eggs
just as they are produced, ·rather
than washing and inspecting
each egg before it reaches the
buyer.
Both buyers and sellers of eggs
call the ECI headquarters on a
special watts line. As in the example given earlier, a buyer from
New York piight call and say: "I
want 750 cases of class number
one eggs and I'll pay 63 cents a
dozen. Earlier in the day, a
producer from Ohio might have
offered to sell 750 cases of class
number one ~ggs for 65 cents.
The seller might reconsider and
adjust his price to 64 cents. If the
buyer agrees to pay this, a shipping cost is determined by ECI,
and a sale is made.
· "We've divided the t:ountry into

HeadHunters
868-2016
Wednesday
Thursday
and

Friday
nights

_'til 7 p.m.

zones of 140 miles, each of whichrepresents one-half cent per dozen
eggs in freight cost. So the buyer
must take the shipping distance
into consideration when given an
offer to sell," says Delano.
Delano, a middle-aged man
with a ready smile is enthusiastic
about ECI. Yet, despite the
national importance of his job, his
clean-cut blue busines~ sutt ana
his WP.II groomed greving hair
,suggest t.b~t he's as down to earth
~· as a ~iddl~-class sales!11an.
"Trad1rtg is hel~ daily from
Monday through Friday and each
day is divided into two sessions for
each half of the country - an
eastern tra~ng ses~ion and a
western trading sess10n. Both of
these sessions are divided into
four trading periods," Delano explains.
"During the first trading period.
ECI members either call in what
they've got to sell or call in what
the want to buv. No one is given
anlinformatiori during this period
about other bids or offers when
they call in A commitment to buy
ior sell is. then fixed from Ule

callers. This way egg prices are set up to judge the market egg
set without any influence from values on ECI. trades. This ~omother members," he says. . .
mittee is composed of three men "The second tr;ading (>eriod is Anthony Stem burger, professor of
called the price adjustment Agricultural Economics at Penn
period," Delano continues. State University, George Grange,
"Members inter.ested in trading retired Deputy Administrator of
can only lower their offering price the USDA Agricultural Marketing
or raise their buying pric~."
· Service, and Lee Shrader,
"Bidders (those wanting to buy professor
of
Agricultural
eggs) always call here with a Economics at Purdue Univerprice that is less than what they sity. These men look at the ECI
are actually willing to pay. Sellers trading and determine final egg
usually ask for more tha~ what prices each Tuesday and 1:nursthey will take for their eggs, too,"
day morning. ECI then reports
Delano adds. "So they make an these prices set for various grades .
adjustment of their prices in order . of eggs in a report published each
to trade."
Thursdav.
During the third and fourth
How doe~~ prices fluctuate?
trading periods all unfilled bids or
"Eggs are a perishable comunsold offers are left open for modity, and supply and demand
trade. The fourth session ends at are never In balance," explains
12 noon for the- east and 3 p.m. for Delano. 0 1f few people are of:
the west.
.
·
ft:ring to sel.l and. there are lots 9f
H1ds, offers, and ad1ustments bids, the pnce. will go up. Thi~ is
are reJ?C>rt~_ across the country by the ca~~ r1gh~ ~?w with
ECI six times a day over Pen Thanksg1vmg commg.
Wire, a service that is similar to a
"When shoppers go to the
teletype machine.
supermark._et and see that the
According to Delan~, an Egg price of eggs is up, they'll
Market Evaluation Committee is probably buy only one dozen when

they. might've bought two. Then
the price will go back down.''
According to Delano, the
vol~me of eggs traded always
stays the same, but the highest
demand for them becomes
relocated throughout the year.
"When people come to New
England for the summer there's a
big demand for eggs in this area,"
he says. "But now the big demand
has moved to Florida because lots
of people go there for the winter."
Uemno is proud. of his in-·
volvement in nation-wide trade,
and frequently talks with his employees about the day's tradings.
The woman at the first desk has
just l!ung up the phone. from
talking with a buyer. "What's the
story on that load?" asks Delano.
"He says he's got a shipment of
B's with rough exteriors, probably
ca lei um d~posits," sh"" ani;wPn:.
Delano s lorehea~ ~ecomes
creased: These are his. eggs. No
matter how many chickens or
farmers are scattered across the
country producing them, he is no
middle-man. They are his responsibility.

~·

"'it:··
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Spitz supports faculty's power

UNH/MUP~AILMEMBERSOF

'IHE FACUL'IY AND ADMINISTRATION

SPITZ
continued from page 3

To·Hear

Christmas vacation,
--The handling of the pass/fail
issue in the University Senate in
which Farnham claimed that the
administration had "misled" the
student senators,
--The decline in academic
achievement
generally
throughout the country and
specifically atJINH, and
_
--The number of amninistrative
posts at UNH, which Farnham
said has been growing at a
disproportionate rate with the
number of faculty positions.
Spitz said that the academic
calendar is "fundamentally the
concern of the faculty. You try to
modify the calendar to ac-

Dr. Elton Raya ck,
Professor of Economics
University of Rhode Island

Answer Questions Concerning

UNIVERSITY LIFE

<'omorl~tP m~ny

AND

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AN INSIDER'S VIEW

4 pm, Wednesday, Nov.17, 1976
314 McConnell Hall, WSBE

nP.Pos

"Clearly student needs are important, but they are secondary
to the needs of the academic
calenda~ and the faculty,"·Spitz
said yesterday.
Spitz said he agrees with the
new pass/fail requirements.
''The C grade needed for passing
is not nearly as important as the
issue of what courses you could
use pass/fail for," he said.
The new pass/fail policy, which
was instituted this semester,

-~~.I.ti."'
~i1] lstlln'r

states .that students could not ex- per cent at the college level since
ercise• a pass/fail option for 1967," he said.
Group I or II requirements, to - Spitz said that he "doubted serfulfill courses for their major or iously" whether the University
minor, for their foreign language has too many administrators.
requirement or for fteshman This is one of the charges made
English. It also required that a C by Student Government in its pro.
grade is needed in order to pass test last month.
Spitz said that it is necessary to
the course.
"The initial purposes of look at federal requirements for
pass/fail were not being programs such as financial aid
achieved ._ It was instituted to and affirmative action when
enable students to move into judging over-administration.
areas of study . they otherwise These programs lead to an inwouldn't be able to." Spitz said: crease in staffing, according to
that 'a good.percentage of studen- Spitz!
HThere is also a great demand
ts ended up using pass/fail for
their requirements. "It was not . for additional student services
improving the quality of such as coiinseling and testing"
which leads to increased staffing.
education," he said.
"It is difficult to teach in a Spitz said that he was not aware
course which some students are enough of the facts concerning
clearly working for a D-grade. the proposal by Vice-provost
General education courses like Richa;rd Stevens to at>oltsn tne
the sciences were filled with Counseling and Testing Center at
students who weren't that crazy UNH to have an opinion.
He did say, however that if he
about taking the course in the
beginning,'' Spitz said.
'~had to make the choice between
Spitz said that this affects the funding the Counseling and
teaching as well as the quality of Testing Center and funding
the education the student academic programs," he would
receives. "It had a disastrous--af- choose the academic programs.
fect on the faculty members'
Spitz said that the University
"is unders~ffed in the faculty
morale."
The New Hampshire Sunday area."
Spitz said that the interview in
News quotes Spitz as saying that
the general trend in education the Sunday News was based on a
has been to "liberalize, if not vir- speech he gave to the faculty
tually to eliminate, academic ear lier this fall concerning
requirements for graduation.
grades and standards. He said
''What were once regarded as that the contents of the speech
basic course requirements such were presented to the University
as English, history and foreign Board of Trustees and -were·
languages have been cut back 22 availabie to the students.
~~-------~~~--------~-----,

Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

7 Congress Stre.et

~3·431·5't3l

WIDE- SELECTioN OF
Imported Clogs

Belts

Wallets

Knapsacks

Vests

Hats

Briefcases

Buckles

Footwear

Luggage

Jewelry

Accessories

Jackets

Ha11dbags

Leather Care Products
ROUT& t

9:30. 7:00
HOURS: Mon., Wed., Thurs.,
Fri.
9:30 • 9:30
Tues., Sat.
9:30 • 5:30
DQWNTOWN ACROSS FROM LOEWS CINEMA

ROSSIGNOL

K·2

HAMPTON. NEW HAMP8HIRI!
603-9a8-ISM9

NORDICA

HEAD
WILSON
BANCROFT

10% OFF .ALL SKI

4 1
I
WINTERIM ABROAD I

I

Jan. '77

i

II i _

Practicum in living language _
SPAN. 491.777G

3 Credits

~

I

LIVE & STUDY IN MADRID!

Plymouth, New Hampshire 0:1264

NON-RESIDENTS OF N.H. ·

Tuition: $50/credit hour ·
Registration Fee: $10 ·

II
i~i

-

:;:~:~

· Don't go home empty-handed! .
Finish you,r Thanks~ivin~ shoppin~ list at

The Common Market
chee~e

specials

crackers (Bremner wafers)
spic(!s (clove, nutmeg)
nuts

currants
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After completing orientation sessions on the PSC campus, the student
·will"spend 21 days in Madrid, Spain with the Academic Study Abroad
Program. While living with a Spal).ish family or in a student hotel, the
student will attend language and civilization classes and visit sites of
cultural interest in Madrid and its environs. The student will submit a
written report to Mrs. "Garlitz by March 1-8, 1977.

PlyMouTli SrATE CollEGE

.

Qffer good 'till Nov. 25, 1976

January 2 - 24

FEE: $695, Plus tuition and app1icable registration fee.
The tour price of $695 includes round-trip jet air transportation from New York to Madrid; room and board
for three wee.ks;,tours; tickets to museums, etc.
PREREQUISITE: Span. 101-102 Beginning Spanish,
equivalent high school Spanish or experience. Please
contact Mrs. Virginia Garlitz, Foreign Language Dept.,
Plymouth State College, Plymouth, N.H. 03264 or call
536-1550 for further details, application forms and
deadline information.
RESIDENTS OF N.H. ·
Instructor - M'rs. Gaditz
Tuition: $35/credit hour '
Registra_tion Fee: $5

UNH I.D.

j!jl I

IMDEPENDENT STUDY:
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herbs {basiJ, thyme)
hard cider
after dinn~r teas and c·~f(ees_
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UNH regulations from those bad old dajs
1By Diane Breda
-Women sW.nding outside
dorms with men after an evening
function is forbidden.
--All social calls over the
telephone are limited to five
minutes.
-A student absent from a class
exercise immediately preceding
or following a scheduled holiday
or vacation shall be subiect to a
fine of five dollars for each offense -- unless permission has
been previously granted.
- - Dances, banquetS, parties, entertainments, etC. conducted by
students may be held only on
Friday or Saturday evenings, or
on evenings preceding a 'College
holiday.
These are four of the rules
students attending New Hampsrure t;oHege ha<f to know and
obey in 1921 according to the 19211922 New Hampshire C~llege
Handbook.
The University of New Hampsl)ire has changed since 1921.
Rules and regulations regarding
conduct, housing, attendance at
classes, social function, illness
_and chaperones are a few areas
where 1976 UNH students can
look back to the past and see what
their parents' college days were
like.
The most apparent difference
in 1921 is the college name. New
Hampshire College became the
University of New Hampshire by
legisla,tive act on July 1, 1923.
New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
was created by an Act of State
Legislation in 1006 as a department of Dartmouth College in
Hanover, N.H. In 1893 the college
moved from Hanover to Durham.
"Students are expected to conduct themselves in a quiet, orderly and courteous manner,"
said the 1921 handbook.
Separat~ rules and regulations
existed for men and women. Most
of the rules ·were directed to the
women.

Women students, unless living function. In 1921 women students students in the freshman and
Women were not allowed to
"visit the village restaurants af- at home, were required to room were allowed not more than two sophomore classes and all twoyear men were also required to
ter 6 p#m. unless J)ermitted to do in one of the college dorms. · social functions each week.
For all functions where both take physical education.
. so by the house matron. All Women were expected to be in
Freshman . and sophomore
students were to eat at the Co~ the dorms before 10 p.m. unless men and women were present
at some social function.
chaperones were required. These male students were required to
mons, the campus dining hall.
Quiet hours existed in every t :unctions
included
football t~ke the scheduled Military
Women were forbidden to walk
with men in the evening. The 1921 dorm from 7:30 p.m. on. A 9 p.m . games, baseball games and other Science subjects. These students
were required to attend inspechandbook said, "Walking alone - 9: 15 p.m. recreation period was entertainments.
Congregating
in
Chaperones
were
also tion before the US insi]eetor.
or with other women on un- permittel1.
· bathrooms and halls was forbid- necessary when men and women
In 1921 , students who were ill
frequented roads is unwise.
went riding, driving, boating for more than one day, except
"Women students are allowed den during quiet hours.
On Sundays in 1921, popular coasting, skating, canoeing and those living at home, had to go to
to walk with men during daylight
hours within certain limitations. music could not be played on the motoring in the evening. When the infirmary. Students were
women went on sleigh rides with charged one dollar per day for its
·Freshmen girls are asked not to piano.
"All student evening functions, an escort, chaperones were use.
walk with men more than twice a
From 1945- l970.students too ill
~xcept those of Junior Prom
there.
On
trips
of any
week," said the handbook.
The rules became more lenient week, shall close not later than 11 organization of women students, to leave their room bad to be
visited by the physician to secure
·chaperones accompanied them.
in 1944. Women were allowed 15 ·p.m.," said the 1921 handbook.
For functions lasting after 10
All women students, except an excuse from class attendance.
minutes to return to their dorms·
from victory parties, 15 minutes p.m. girls were to return to their ·seniors, were required to take
physical education A11 men POLICIES. va2e 17
to return from informals and 30 dorms immediately after the
minutes to return atter rorma1s.
In 1921 no woman was allowed
· to go swimming, boating or · --~-------------------------------------------~
canoeing unless she filed each
year a written consent from her
parent or guardian.
"Swimming and bathing in
mixed groups will be allowed
:'-i~. t·=-.,
only when properly chaperoned,"
said the 1921 handbook.
In 1944 upperclass women
could receive men "callers"
'between2:15p.m.-5 p.m. and 7:30.
p.m. - 11 p.m. First semester
. . ~~-~"'=~
·women could be with men any
... ,,
...
day until 8 p.m. Second semester
freshmen women could have
.
callers until 9 p.m.
··In 1959 women were not
allowed to wear short sk4rts or
.:?~
dungarees at any time. "During
evening calling hours and all day
Sunday skirts· are to be worn,"
said the 1959 Cats Paw.
Housing rules were strict for
both sexes. "Under no circumstances shall - visiting young
women be permitted to sleep in
fraternity houses unless special
Childre~'s
arrangements are made with the
Student Organization Committ~," said the 1921 handbook.
In 1921 mens' dormitories were
under the control of proctors.

Don't -be in the dark about the Book Loft•••

.:t~j

QUESTIONNAIRE
The Student Parking Committee is presently working on a parking
proposal which it will present to the University Parking and Traffic
Committee. In out proposal we hope to present a plan which will give
all the different -factions on the UNH campu§ a more equitable
parking situation. We feel that to be properly representative. we
need the valuable input of the Universfty popu.lation. Your respohse to
these questions will be considered in the final formulation of our
proposal.

'
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New selection of hardcover remainders
34 different 1977 calenders to choose from
Area's Finest Selection of

Books

upstairs at Town & Campus Durham ·

ELECT

JIM O'NEILL
\

STUDENT BODY PRESl.DENT

Please drop off the completed questionaire at the polling places for
the Student Body President and Student Caucus elections. The polling
plac~s are: MUB, library, Barton Hall, and the dining halls. They can
also b~ left at the Student Government Office anytime this wee_k.
Check one: which category applies to you: resident commuter
1. Do ypu feel that a parking problem ex~sts on campus? yes no
2. If you feel that a problem exists. does it directly affect you? yes no
3. Would you like to see a change in the present parking regulations?
If yes. what particularly do you think should be changed.

4. Do you use your car (a) daily (b) 2 or 3 times a week (c) less than
twice a week or never?
5. Would you support the idea of having resident students required to
park in peripheral lots. such as the A ond E lots? yes no
6. Would you use an efficient shuttle bus system on campus?
Would you support the idea of having· facu lty/staff on the same
parking reguJations that control commuter students? yes' no
8. If you have any general comments to make or any specific comp laints, please make your remarks below:

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

NO ONE HAS BEEN MORE CRITICAL
OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT THAN I.
BUT FOR A YEAR AND A HALF I HAVE
BEEN WORKING TO SOLVE THESE ,
PROBLEMS. PLEASE ALLOW ME TO
CONTINUE.
PAID FOR BY JIM O'NEILL
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UNIVERSITY THEATER FOR CHfLDREN
presents

DRISWOLD THE WOEFUL DRAGON
An original children's musical
Book, Lyrics and Music by Patricia Northridge
November 16, 17, 18, 19 at 4 PM
November 20 at 12 NOON
· Hennessy Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham
General Admission-: $1.00; Groups of 15 or more: 50¢'
Reservations: 862-2290

, WHAT ARE YOUR CHANCES FOR

LAW· SCHOOL?
Our Systems Analysts wi II estimate your
chances of being accepted into law schools of your
choice plus schools scientifically selected to match
vourorofile. Cost? $12. Send now for information.

Freshnian Camp starts
preparing for next fall By Ed McGrath
. Even though next year's
freshman class has yet to be admitted, preperations for next
yea.r's Freshman Camp have
begun.
Since early October, the
executive staff of "Camp '77" has
been interviewing applicants for
counselors.
"We don't have any idea how
many new counselors we 'II
select," said _Alice Pince, one of
the co-directors.
••we expect there'll be a fot of
people returning." said Jim McMahon, the other director. ''This
year's camp was excellent."
Accorctlng lO Pince, tile :start t:s

freshmen get to know one
another,'' said McMaho.n .
"Each person has an individual
chance of being a counselor,"
McMahon went on, "We look at
each person and choose a diverse, cohesive group.''

and "What do the letters

WAKSBFOO stand for?"
Counselor- openings aren

·r niagic?,"
blank:" or "Do you believe in
and "What do the let

limited to thooc otudonte who

"A counselor has to be able to
get to know the counselors on a
one to one basis and help the

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Z i p _ _ _ _ __

The applicants are asked to an-swer questions such as ''fill in the

"Do you believe in mii,gic?"

looking for people with a went to camp when they were
"genuine interest in freshmen freshmen. They are open to all
and who can communicate well . students who will be returning to
school in the fall.
with people."

AIDES. Box 13492. University Station. Gainesville, FL 32604

McMahon, the camp's o ther
director. '''people can't figure out
how to fill it out. They re not sure
whether to be serious or funny."

SCRVICE
DOMESTIC & INT'L TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS.

•AIRLINE TICKETS• CRUISES• HOTELS•
•PACKAGE TOURS·• 1-tONEYM.OONS

Specialist LOW COST STUDENT TRAVEL
~urope
Caribbean chc;irters
Charters from S2.69
Puerto Rico from S23
Youth Fares from $360 Barbados fr.om $359

ters WAKSBFOO stand for'?"
"It's something to go nuts on,"
says Pince. "You should fill it out
on how it reflects you...
"If someone puts forth an effort
on the application," -adds J\fcMahon. "It gives us an idea of
what type of person is coming in
for the interview.··

"People that haven't been to
camp have new and fresh insights," said Pince.
"The upperclassmen give more
to camp because they're more
The interviews occur on
and
more
experienced
knowledgeable about UNH," weekends and last about 20
minutes to a half hour.
McMahon said.
"'We try to get to know as much
Freshmen Camp is held the
about a person as we can in 20
four days prior to Labor Day.
About 80 counselors and 270 minutes," said Pince.
"People get up tight in the infreshmen get together at Camp
Marist in Center Ossipee to sing, terview, but they should be themdance and get to know each other: selves and not be nervous," said
}McMahon.
The' purpose of camp is to ease
The last weekend for interthe transition from high school to
views
is Dec. 4 through 5.
college by helping the freshmen
So far most of the interviews
meet people and get their
have been with freshmen, most of
questions about UNH answered.
Students.a{>plying for counselor those interviews have been with
first must fill out an application women.
that is ofter confusing to the per~'Freshmen supply the base for
son who fills it out.
future c~mps, '!..said Pince.
"I don't know why there are
.. The purpose of the application more women applying." she said,
is to try and get to know the per- "We would like to have more
son better in a fun way,'_' said Jim 1 male applicants."

Send your thanks- to the
.

folks back honle

Send.

• •

EATINQ A. IRINl"N..
,,.

811.991
Hearty Sandwich•• & Compl•I•
Dinner• ••• Good Variety Imported
& Dome•tlc Bottled • • • r • ••• open
Por Lunch an~ Dinner Dally • .;.
Lounge Open To Legat Clo•lng •••

Conle in and order now

The Red Carpet

_IG Sr• ST. BIVER..N.I.

Flower Shop
- Jenkins Court

Durhanl
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Magidson: "I'm the Fonz"
MAGIDSON
continued from page 3

people think that way. So, l'don~t
want to see any of you girls
wearing patent leather shoes to
this class ! "
"I was," Magidson tells his
class, "the original Fonz!" Amid
boos and jeers of disbelief, he
asserts, "Yeah, really, I was cool
had a D.A., wore my cigarettes
rolled up in my t-shirt sleeve, the
whole thing. I was a real hood.
.My parents were kind of worried
about me for a while, it got so that
with any robbery within a 20 mile
radius of our house, the 'police
sh<>wed up at our door!"
Maeiason was introduced to
communication while attending
the University of Wisconsiil.
"The reason I went into communication, specifically teaching
a communications course, is that
I became interested in how mass
communicatfon affects people's
lives and behavior. It's almost
unbelievable. Television has an
effect certainly greater than,
say, a novel. That's not to put
down such things, but the truth of
the matter is that we ought to be
studying the things that make out
life what it is while they are happening, as opposed to years after
they haepen."
Swiveling in his chair, he picks
up a pipe from the several scattered on his ·desk and assuredly
speaks of the relationship between himself and his students.
"One of the reasons I feel that I
enjoy a good rapport with the
students, which can be fairly
significant, is that I try to
remem~er that they don't always
understand the things that I think
are obvious. ' 1
"One of the things I think it is
important for a teacher to realize
is that after you've been to
coll~ge for eight or nine years,
when you reach the zenith in your
subject,"he says chuckling, "it's
not really fair to expect freshmen
in college, especially those who
are not in your major, to understand those kinds of things."
Magidson is as involved in
drama as he is in communications; he usually directs
one University production each
year and t~cnes m · tne depart-.
:ment. I'm in the enviable
oosition where my work and my
ihobbies get tog~ttier. If_I wasn't_ ·
in theatre, it' would orobilt>N oe a
my hobbv. 'in which case I wouid
be a General Electric engineet.i:
who was an amateur theatre person."
Outside the classroom.. Ma_gidson enjoys going to the kinds of
things he's involved in on campus; concerts, lectures, shows.
The University life is more than
going to classes--if you were just
going to classes and then home, I
think it would be rather dull.
There's got to be something else.
Magidson smiles, pulling a
lighter from his jacket pocket.
"Really,_ I don't have any hobbies--! don't build bird houses or
anything like that, which will
probably be- my downfall when
I'm old and gray and just sitting
around!"
Magidson did not come to UNH
because he loved the woodland
scenery. In fact he ca~e for
"nothing particular, as opposed
to other Universities. I mean, the _
New England area is nice, but... I
had the specific purpose of
coming to this department. Some
people come to this part of the
country because they want to
have a boat on the water or want
to live in the woods. but no, I
came l:iere to work in the <;le{>Brttment with the people here; the
other is secondary.''
For whatever he is here,
Magid~on is concerned with
helping students to realize-"what
it means 'to be a htun.an· bein.2."
He doesn't believe that a liberal
arts education should simply be a
means of obtaining a job after
college. "When students come in
here and ask me what they'll
learn in communic~tions, saying
I

'What will I be able to do with my
degree when I get out? What kind
of job will I have?' I say, 'Well I
can't answer that question, but I
will tell you that if you are successful in this curriculum, you
will know why I.couldn't answer
it for you, and you won't want to
ask it again."
"The liberal arts environment
is not designed really to teach
people the skills they need for
jobs. It's--really designed to give
people critical tools which they
can use the rest of their lives."
"And once you know that, once
you start examining all fields of
knowledge, and use for yourself
some kind of critical filtering
device that lets you know which
things are genuine and which are
fake. and which things are imoortant and which are not, then you
can begin to put things in real
importance, and everything
doesn't seem to have equal play
onxo~.''

··it's hard not to say, well I
can't waste four vears just learn:ing about stuff. I want to be able
to get a job when I get out. But the
truth is, you've learned what it is
to be a person in this world, you'll
understand what is happening to
them, then suddenly all the information takes on different
character. That's a pretty neat
thing to have happen toyou."
Obviously it has happened to
this man . Magidson gazes con- .
tentedly out his door at the many
people waiting to see him, and
puts the still uplit pipe down on
his desktop as he smilingly says,
"Am I happv'? Yeah ... I mean,
everybody who works, nobody's
ever really happy about
everything. Nobody would want
to be. · But let's say that in all
important respects .. .I certainly
think that UNH has lots of future
potential and is a good university
which can· get better. I'm interested in being part of that."

ITelllE eHlit•M
On Zion's Hill , Newmarket

Tues.-Wed.

Thurs.

Bonzai Band
Steve Bramson &
David Champion Quintet

Fri.-Sat.

Paul McNeil
Sunday dinner 1·6 p.m.
Roast Beef $ 2.25 and Hoot

The
DOWN OUTLET

THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF N.H.
SCHOOL OF CQNTINUING STUDIES

OPEN

ANNOUNCES
TH~EE-WEEK

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

JANUARY
CREDIT
COURSES

AFTERNOONS 2:30 · 5:00
SATURDAY MORNINGS
9. 12:30

WHEN: Evenings and weekends, from
January 3 to 22, 1977.
EDWARD WAXMAN

WHERE: St. Thomas Aquinas High School,
Dover, New Hampshire.
CREDITS: Earn up to fou'r credits in
only three weeks.

enfield
sportswear. inc.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST:
835/ credit for N.H. residents.
850/credit for non-residents ofN.H.

Pine Street Extension. Nashw. N.H. 0306'1 (603) 883-8600

WHAT COURSES ARE OFFERED:
One-credit and two-credit courses are
offered in the fotlowing subjects Supervisory Skills for Women;
Practicum in Real Estate;
Estate Planning;
Small Business Record Keeping Systems;
Small Business Financing and
Cash Flow Management;
Human Relations and Motivation;
Employee Training and Development;
Employee Relations;
Personal Growth and Awareness;
Science in Advertising;
Pre-Medicated Murder;
Education Seminars in Translating
Diagnostic Findings into Instructional
Strategies; The Sevcreiy and Profoundly
Handicapped Child; and Classroom
Techniques for Emotionally Oisturbed
Children;
And others to be announced
These January courses are offered by
the University System School of Continuing
Studies, in cooperation with Keene State
College Division of Continuing Education,
Merrimack Valley Branch Coordinate
Studies Division, Plymouth State College

UNISEX
Hair Shaping
Specialist
We shape your hair

EXACTLY THE WAY
YOU WANT IT
No scalped look
Specialist in long hair

only 4 miles from campus
Phone 742-2289 742-7346

423rdSt., Dover, N.H.
-upstairsAcross from the
3rd St. parking lot

r--------------------------,
SPECIAL! ! ! get acquainted offer...

1

:
1

:
I

.

1

We at Younger-BycStyle downtown location will shampoo, II
I
condition, cut and blow-dry your hair for the sum of

$5.25 COMPLETE
THIS AD MUST EIE PRESENTED FOR! THIS SPECIAL PRICE

I

--------~-------------------

LOW HONEST PRICES!
GET YOUR MONEYS WORTH

Division of Continuing. Education, and the

SERIE5 $6.98 IPs-$4.~ OR LF.SS

University of New Hampshire Division of
Continuing Education.

Cut-outs - 8-tracks - Cassettes

.FOR DETAILS: Wri~e the USNH School of
Continuing Studies, Lee Center East, Durham,
NH 03824. Or call (603) 862-1692, 1694, or
1697.

l

~<

XANADISC RECORD & TAPE SHOP
100 Slate St.. -Portsmouth
Mon-Sat. lo-6
Fri."til 9 p.m.
4...164420
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editorial----O'Neill--experienced, knowledgeable and prepared
The New Ha~pshire endorses Jim O'Neill for
student body president. He is the most experienced in student leadership, knowledgeable of the issues and workings of the University and best
prepared to do the most good for the students of
the University of New Hampshire.
O'Neill has shown he will take the time to work
for students. In the University Senate, the most
critical forum for policy-making at the University,
· O'Neill has demonstrated a knowledge of what is
going on. He has asserted his opinions no matter
how contrary they might be to the ones held by
adm1mstratlve and faculty senators.
He has shown a grasp for organization, a talent
essential to be an effective student body president
His active participation in the planning of October's student demonstration is one example of
that organizational experience.
Many are concerned about a possible cronyism
quality in O'Neill. That is a concern worth airing.
But there is a fine line between cronyism and cooperation.
We believe O'Neill is on the cooperation side of
the line. He has dealt personally with ad-

letters
Visitation
To the Editor:
In The New Hampshire published
Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1976 there was a long
letter entitled Visitation by a number
of people which included a serious
misstatement of fact. I refer to the
paragraph approximately two thirds
of the way through the letter where it
states, "Since 1970, the number of
students at UNH has nearly doubled,
while the number of full-time faculty
has remained constant.''
This same statement was made as
part of the student demonstration. It is
incorrect. In 1970 there \\,'ere 7. 7291
students in the fall semester and tere
were that year 467 full-time faculty as
reported by the guidelines of the
American Association of Uni\Tersity
Professors. In the fall of l!J75-76:the last
full year for which data is avaiiable,
there were 10, 297 students and 496 fulltime faculty as reported above. These
numbers differ significantly from
those stated elsewhere.
The ten vel'!r period from 1964 to 1974
has been studied and durim! that ; time
the number of ......Jents mo1e than
doubled from 4.525 to 9, 718 and the
faculty increased by only about 50 percent from 315 to 465. These figures
have been used as part of testimony to
the Legislature and to other groups; in
using these figures, it should also be

the
IlfW

hampsh1~e
~

Editorial Assistant
Staff Reporters

Reporters

ministrators. That is a plus. In those dealings he.
has stuck to his guns as much as possible.
It is. easy to criticize student leaders for
bowing down to administrators. But try dealing
with three or four persons of the intelligence of
President Mills and his vice-provostsin a face to
face situation and the reality of the situation hits
you. All you can do is express :rour opinions and
reasons and stick to them. O'Neill has done this.
Jim ,O'Neill is aware of student issues and the
avenuesto cure them. The other candidates show a
substantial lack of knowledge that would shortdtdrt~~ stuu~nts.

By the time they become educated enough to
deal effectively with the issues, students will have
lost so much time and leverage that the gains made
thus far would stand to be negated.
This is a critical time for student/ administration
relations. Students cannot afford to give anything
away.
The other candidates have spent their time
criticizing student government for not accomplishing anything.
That is a fallacy. The dirt area opposite Lot B "is

year's Open House decided to "dress it
up" and give the event the attention and
importance it merits. It was, and still is
felt that the social, emotional, and
educational climate of the University is
pointed out that there has been some
dependent in part upon the strength of
increase in the number of part-time
student organizations. That is why this
faculty which would add to the number
years Open House is worthwhile and
of full-time faculty if one were counshould be of interest to us all.
ting "full-time equivalent. " Addi"The Endless Summer" will feature
tionally, in the early seventies a
program ot selective admissions was • Beach Boy music by the Spectras, a
surfing flick, cotton candy, and
instituted after discussion with
caramel apples. The main attraction,
University Senate and other groups.
however, will be the club activities. Be
That program was intended
sure to come talk with the student
specifically to bring additional studenrepresentatives-you could become ints to the University in those programs
where it was felt they could be absor- volved in one of the most interesting
bed and r(!ceive good education and rewarding experiences of your
UNHcareer.
without adding proportionally to the
Deborah VanSwol
faculty.
David W. Ellis
Vice Provost for
Academic Affaii:s

Endless summer
To the Editor:
"The Endless Summer" will be here
Wednesday, Nov.17 in the MUB! Many
of you may not know what this is,
though, and that's why I am writing. I
am part of the committee organizing
the l'I/6-'n Student Organizations Open
House. "The Endless Summer" is the
theme of this year's Open House. Annually, representatives of the campus
clubs have met to give students the opportunity to find out wh~t each
organization offers. In the past this has
occurred without much effort taken to
make it a fun time as well as a learning
experience.
Therefore, those involved in last
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To the Edi tor:
After reading_ Mark Pridham 's · article on the Ry Cooder· - Taj Mahal
Concert I felt the show wasn't well
represented.
Ry Cooder's Band was in DurJlam
shortly after 5 p.m. and were ready to
make a sound check - they set up,. did a
couple of numbers, then Taj's band
rolled in and took over the stage for his
sound check - Taj claimed his contract
read 7:30 p.m. It seemed like Taj was
on an ego trip and he was at fault for
the late show, both shows!
Ry's music was great! - With a lot of
feeling - his gospel group: ,Evan.-;. King,
and Johson, were spiritual as were the
rest of the ·band from the road
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being paved for more spaces, parking tickets have
been retundeq , communications have opened up
with administrators and a calendar favorable to
students was instituted for next year.
O'Neill is in a unique position among the candidates. He has experienced the bad parts and
good parts of two administrations. He can
eliminate the bad and incorporate the good
without being a puppet or necessarily a continuation of previous administratipns.
Why? Because he has the quality of holding his
own opinions while Jistening to the opinions of
others. That qualtcy, being able co hold convictions and still be open-minded to other, possibly
better, opinions is essential for a good student
.body president.
This student election is important. Its result will
have some affect on the education and life you will
experience at UNH during the rest of your days
here.
Jim O'Neill appears to possess the necessary i~
portant principles to be an effective student
leader. He definitely has the tools and experience
to best apply them in your ~est interest.

manager, Tony Irvine from Hawaii, to
the bass player. The Ry Cooder band
got along well with each other and the
audience. Unfortunately the accordion
player, Flaco was sick. There were
also sound problems, no one gave any
excuse for the wait, and Taj went
away a champ! Too bad, too sad!!
Cuzin Richard Smith

As You Like It
To the Editor:
The name of RAYMOND J. BERNIER, Technical Director, is missing
from the credits masthead of the
University Theater "As You Like It
program booklet. The omission was
my error.
Now it might be well or easy for me
to say simply, "Sorry Ray, those
things happen" . Thatwouldn'tdo. Ray
Bernier has wor~ed hard, long hours
on "As You Like It". He has done as
much, and often more for countless
UNH productions over nearly a
decade.
It is ironic that one seldom, if ever,
reads a theater review which comments on the role, skills and craftsmanship of the Technical Director.
For without him/her, the designers'
set and lighting plans would never get
off the drawing boards. Rav Bernier is
one of the best you'll find at making
mose Imes come to life. He deserves
far more than the missing line of
"credit". He deserves the thanks and
praise of us all.
I make mistakes some of the time.
Ray Bernier "makes it happen" all of
the time. I thought you should know.
Thomas E. Scharff
Theater Manager.

Open letter
To the Editor;
This is an open letter to the members of the UNH football team.
I understand that many -of you were
looking for me after the UMass victory
last Saturday, wanting to discuss the
prediction that I made concerning the
game in the Nov. 12 edition ofThe
New Hampshire.
Obviously my prediction was wrong
and quite frankly when the game was
over I couldn't have been happier that
I was wrong and that UNH won. A
prediction is not necessarily what a
person wants to happen but rather
what one thinks or feels will happen.
What I pFedict will happen and what I
hope will happen are often two entirely
different things.
.
I've always expected a certain
amount of flack about predictions that
go wrong, and it's never bothered me
before, or I wouldn't have kept doing it
for three years.
Wanting to rub it in when rm wrong
is fine up- to a point, but when it get:S
malicious and almost- violent the wav

it did in the lockerroom after the game
is something else altogether. When the
players are more concerned with
badmouthing a reporter on .a prediction instead of congratylating each
other on a tremendous victory,
something is wrong.
I've been covering the UNH football
team for the last four years, and I dare
to say that in that time period I've
been as avid a UNH fan.as anyone else
connected with the program. And yet I
feel that I've been able to keep the objectivity that is essential to any
newspaper writer.
It was my opinion,"from an objective
standpoint,·that on this given day un~
der the circums~ances that prevailed,
UMass would wm the game. Jt't~that
simple. It was in no way an attempt to
degrade the UNH football team or
anyone affiliated with it.
By your play against the
Minutemen, you proved me wrong and
that alone should be enough satisfaction.
Dan Herlihy

MUSO
To the Editor:
A few weeks ago I was given the
choice of seeing Taj Mahal and Ry
Cooder in Boston or Durham and I
chose Durham for the more· intimate
surroun~ and the New Hampshire
visit. Never again.
I have never experienced such
disorganization at a musical event, and
no explanation was ever offered for the
two hour wait in the hallways of the
MUB we all had to endure.
A ticket to a Boston concert as compared to a university one may be a few
more dollars but the efficient
management ~at is expected is well
worth the difference. The MUSO people
should be spending more time
satisfying their audiences and perfor- .
mers. Then they wouldn't have to spend
so much time shrugging their very cool
shoulders. ·
It's a shame such outstanding performers and such avid fans have to put
up with such delays. Is there a reason'?
Nanny Fleming
Edgartown

Martha's Vineyard, Ma.

Kauppinen
To the Editor:
Tenho Kauppinen was an exceptional individual that we will never
forget.
.....
People like him make you want to
make the best out of your education,
your mind and your life. 1l'here isn't
much more a teacher can do.
Kathy Langone
Steven Green
Thomas Lebel
MiniDorm7
862-1909

About Letters
The New Ham pshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as
space allows, but- cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.

All letters must be typed, double spaced and~ maximum of 500 words in order to be
printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New- Ham pshire, Room 151, Memorial Union
Building, UNH. Durham, N.H. 03824.
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Endorsements for student body president
To the Editor:
I would like to write-this as a brief
defense of Student Government
Senators. I also would first like to point
out that Jim O'Neill is running for
Student Body President, not the
Senators! I fail to see the justification
for cuiiting down the present Senators
and I find it very unethical.
I have only been a· senator since..\fay
1976 and I have yet to see- the
"cliquishnesY of Student Government
which Frank Toto referred to in the
Nov. 12th NEW HAMPSIDRE. If he is
confusing a cohesive working
organization with a clique, I would like
to clarif.y that.
I was not a member of Student
Government last year, so I cannot
speak for the past, only for the present.
The Student Caucus, consisting of 30
people (senators, Vice Presidents, and
the President) is -almost entirely new
thi;:i year. In the

pa::tt two and a half

months I have seen a lot of time consuming, often exasperating work
'Calried out. As senators, we are trying
to set up better student contact via a
Caucus Newsletter and by attending as
many House Council meetings as
possible. Up until !a.st Sunday it's been
very difficult in Area I because there
have only· been 3 people filling 5
positions. Since these positions have
been filled the communication with the
residents will most assuredly improve ..
I can speak for at least three dorms in
saying that the members of their ~ouse
Councils have been informed andl
feedback has
requested of them
every week. The feedback hasn't been
overwhelming , however, they all
rece\ved me warmly and I am optimistic a1bot1t responses to future
issues.
I'm not placing senators up on any
pedestal, I'm merely defending some.of
the efforts they are making and pomting out the fact that Student Government IS progressing and beginning to
tap its great potential for power and influence!
Jennifer A. Ford
ArPa I Senator

been

To the Editor:
As Director of the Adopted Grandparent Program, I would like to see
Cmdy Hrown elected as student body
president.
The AGP has not been in operatil;m
for. a long period of time and needs
recognition from Student Government
to maintain its viability as an
operation. We need a strong student
body president who is interested in all
student organizations. Cindy Brown
has expressed this quality.
Therefore, I would like to express
my strong support for the election of
Cindy Brown and urge all students to
join with me in this support. I

University Senate, as the first Vice president. He speaks of a lack of
Women's Center .endorses Cindy
President of Budget and Ad- communication between government
Brown as next student boay president.
In her letter to the' editor on Oct. 12, ministration and this last year as and' students. We have had more press
Cindy brought up the points her op- Student Body President.
than any administration before us. If
I have heard much criticism of you know the issues then I believe I
position will probably use to discredit
her. Actually, these points work in her Student Government during this race.
have made my point.
I have always accepted this as part of
favor, rather thanagainst.
-.
There is only one candidate who, in
One--she is a welfare mother. The my job and I believ~ a public officer my opinion even deserves to seek my
amount of bureaucratic hassle a who cannot accept criticism shouldn't office. He is Jim O'Neill. He's the only
woman faces when she decides to be in the office.
candidate and I stress the only one
However, many people have gone who has ·ever done anything for
break out of this very restrictive
position and work towards becoming far, far from criticizing my mistakes students.. He has a record which is
self-sufficient is awesome. Her han- to telling blatant lies in order to something not one of the previous
dling of this and the personal struggle promote their own interests.
mentioned candidates can claim. He
I talk of Cindy Brown who claims has lead the student caucus, and he
which comes from trying to fill the
supposedly opposing roles of mother that pass/fail and the calendar have helped organize the first protest this
and student is evidence of her tremen- been ignored by Student Government.
campus has seen in seven years. He
I predict that by the time you read this fought for a new calendar proposal
dous determination.
Two--she is a political activist who
the-calendar will no longer be an issue and the credit goes to him if the ~alen
was arrested for occupying the and the present calendar will be in- dar remains the same for next year.
proposed nuclear plant site in stituted for next year, thus We have never been fortunate enough
Seabrook. This commitment to diminishing the ruling that finals will fo have a candidate running for
be taken after Christmas. I would also president with nast exnerienf'P. in
people's rights over corporate profits
can be easuy translated mto student's add that had we not voted to com- dealing with the issues. I muddled
promise
to the present pass/fail through the first half of my term, but 1
rights over ;administrative . conhave left a foundation for the next
venience. the student demonstration system it would now be.. abolished.
on Oct. 21 shows this is exactly what Cindy would have no issue otherwise
president to build upon. This is a
and I feel more comfortable knowing
the students want.
benefit that I did not receive. I have
The qualities which led us to this en- that pass/fail is still on the books for us
worked hard to build a continuity in
to
debate
another
day
than
totally
dorsement go beyond determination
Student Government so that students .
and commitment. She is understan- abolished. We are presently drafting a
will be able to move on instead of
new
proposal
to
be
submitted
before
I
ding. Her work with Women for Higher
backtracking every year. If I must
leave
office.
Education as a spokeswoman and
leave office in January, I would like to
·
Briand
Wade,
who
I
initially
supporfeel confident that my · years have
counselor has given her practical exmeant something for students. I know
perience with the kind of problems ted, showed great promise to me.
that with Jim O'Neill replacing me I
many students must face. Also, her HOwever, like most candidates, he
sacrificed
his
integrity
as
a
candidate
~ end my term without reservations
willingness to ''respond to any group
by
trying
to
jump
on
the
bandwagon
of
of students who organize themselves
and with a confidence that students
because of issues important to them" rhetoric and criticism of the present will have an experienced leader ser- ·
shows that she understands that student caucus. Our senators this year ving them. I pledge my support and
students want to get more out of are the best achievers since I have my vote to Jim O'Neill and I hope that
been at UNH. I have seen three all of you weigh your choice very
college than a degree and that she will
be responsive to them, even though student ~enates and none have worked carefully. Thank you.
·
they may be outside the "main- as hard as the group that now
David J. Farnham
stream."
represents you. Briand has claimed
Student Body President
Finally, she is female . As she poin- that senators do not go back to their
constituents. How many of you' knew
ted out in her letter, there has been a
lack of involvement by women in the about our protest, the calendar
student government. This lack has
proposal, the $55 mandatory h~alth f~e
To the Editor:
,
contributed to the stereotype -of the
last spring? If they are not domg their
I am writing this letter to support Jim
"girl" who goes to college to find a
work then why didn't you pay $55 /or O'Neill for Student Body President.
husband and the unwillingness of
health services this year? The caucus
I have known Jim O'Neill for the past
saved
each one of you $55 and I am three years and have observed him and
women to try for positions they feel
positive the calendar will be changed worked with him in many leadership
they would have no chance of getting.
As president, Cindy would defy .the
this week.
positions that more than qualify him for
I know Tony Leocha very well as he the position of Student Body President.
stereotype and serve as enserved
in
the
caucus
for
one
year.
I
couragement for other women to
-become involved.
feel justified in saying that hi~ disinWe urge you to vote for Cindy • terest in the meetmgs due to his po?r
attendance and his lack of leadership
Brown. She's committed, determined
since he accomplished no positive
and uttd~rstanding. We need her.
legislation during his tenure prov~ to
The Women's Center
me that he is not qualified for this office.
Ron Crowley has also proven to me
that he is ignorant of the system. He
wants a better Kari-van service. If he
To the Editor:
I have been silent until now concer- can serve the commuter students wjth
ning the election tomorrow for the of- a service that is better than the new · _
system coming January then he
fice of Student Body President.
I have served students for two and a deserves to be the Diredor nf the
half years on ·committees, in the Physical Plant, not th~ student l?ody

Jim has always been a hard worker
who has taken a common sense approach to the many responsibilities he
has had.
Jim has been President of Kappa
Sigma Fraternity, President of _the Interfraternity Council, a representative
to the Greek Council Task Force and is
presently on the Greek Council
Executive Committee. But, more
relevent to the position is SBP, Jim has
been the fraternity senator to the
Student Caucus for three semesters,
serving as Student Caucl.L'; Chairman 1
since May, 1976.
Jim is a leader who knows how to
listen and gather all the facts. He knows
the issues and he knows what approach
to take to their solution.
On Nov. 16 and 17, I plan to vote for
Jim O'Neill for Student Body President
and hope you will do the same.
·
Bob Dalzell
:President, Greek Council
To the Editor:
As commuters, we , and more than
50 others, are concerned about our
severe lack of representation in
Student Government Therefore, we
give our full endorsement to Cindy
Rrnwn for Stud,mt Rody Pro"idont.

Jim Crosman
Mark Pillsbury
Audrea Martin
Kathy Beane
Seth Kallman
JoAnn Wirick
Jayne Norris
David Pillsbury
Jim Eldert
Andy Potier
Ross Palioca
Cindy Leerer
Diedre Blair _
Rae Francour
Leslie Smith
Jane Moynihan
Phil Norris
Karen Gadbois
Deborah Suran
LeePalioca
Maura Migillicuddy
Kevin Madij!.an

It was incorrectly typed in a
letter to the editor Nov. 12 that
R.J. Waldman is an Area II senator supporting Jim O'Neill for
Student Body President. Her
name is P .J. Waldman.
The New HampshireTegrets
the typographical error.

ASIA
CHINESE &

POLYNESIAN RESTAURANT

especially urge those who have not
voted in the past to please do so now.,,
·
Janet Brown
Director of AGP

To the Editor:
I would like to urge all students to
vote for Cindy Brown for Student Body
President. She is an amazing person.
Cindy really devotes her life to pointing out and changing bad politics and
bad policies. There is no one else better qualified on this campus who could
and will work as hard~ -and as
energetically for the students' point of
view.
Cindy Brown won't take "no" for an
answer from the administration. Vote
NO on administration by voting yes for
Cindy Brown.
Lois Adams
SCOPE Publicity Director

To the Editor:
This is to announce that the

·DURHAM BIKE

Real Chinese Food
at a ·Reasonable Price

SALE

B

10-speed
bicycles
in stock

-plusExpert Skate Sharpening
Montreal -CCM- Christian
Hockey Sticks
Durham
Jenkins Court

JERRY LEWIS CINEMAS
N-0-W s~H-0-W-l-N-G
Cin. 1-7, 9: 15 CHARLTON HESTON
91,000 People. 33 Exit &ates; .• One Sniper.

TW!-MINUTE WARNING
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE· lECHNICOLOR· • PANAVISION' I~ -~··

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

HOURS: Monday 4:30 PM- 9:00 PM
Tues -Thurs 11:30 AM- 9:00 PM ·
Friday & Saturday - 11: 30 AM - 1: 30 AM
Sunday - 1: 30 PM - 8: 30 PM

48 Third St., Dover

SNEAKY
PETE'S
SALOON
MAIN ST.
NEWMARKET

742-0040

NOVEMBER: ·
6-SHORTY HILL
8-DOUG BENNETT &
BRU~E LAWSON
9-SHORTY HILL
15-BOOTH & WHYTE

22 & 23-BILL MORRISSEY

27 & 28-PAUL MacNEIL
29 & 30-SHORTY HILL
DECEMBER:
659-6363
1 & 7-PAUL MacNEIL
28 VARIETIES OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER & ALE
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~~~~comics~~~~
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Counseling
Center
COUNSELING
continued from page 3

Committee member Jack
Calhoun said that while these
issues were i~portant, they must
concentrate on matters concerning the budget. "Right now we're
dealing with dollars and cents,"
he said. "Until we refute this,
that is what we're arguing." The
rest of the Committee agreed,
saying it would take away from
their credibility if they concen. trated on personality· conflicts
when taking their arguments to
Richard Stevens.
A second hearing will be held
.Thursday at 12:30 in the Granite
State Room of the MUB. Anyone
who wishes to express an opinion
about the Counseling and Testing
issue should submit a written
statement to the committee so
that the committee can "refer to
it later," said Calhoun. "We will
try to find a satisfactory answer
to it."

LOT B
continued fro~ page 3

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

wm-1our PtCKltJb VP A FG.LU (
L-rf1L.G fRICK Sr Tt.fAT CDMG ltJ /.-IAND\I

!7lJR~, HG~ ~ar A'7 au1cK AS m;
lJ7~0 10 6£. B\Jf YOU ~~'1
PLAY HCXJ<G'( 'TH~T LDf\lb ...

•• !

rowARD 1H~ GtJD OF AGUY~ CARGfR. ..

the job, which entails "three to
four days of work.'' The low bid,
which Lever said "is in the vicinity of $3700," was submitted by
Iafolla Industries, Inc. of Portsmouth.
The company's president,
Michael lafolla, said that pavement must usually be laid in
weather under 50 degrees. "If
they want it, they'll get it," he
said.
·
"We could have gotten a better
price if we had more time," said
Lever. He said the UniversUy will
pay for overtime work, if necessary. Lever expects one PPO&M
employee to oversee the work.

Seabrook

collegiate crossword
Morally low
14 Poet Robert Miss Naldi
16 Spirited horse
Shaves off
Poetic contraction 19 Water bird (2 wds.}
Fernando Town near Naples
22 Kitchen appliance
Type of vacuum
Rocky pinnacle
24 Place for storing
tube
Runs in the nude
water
Prevents
Airline company
26 Devastate
French cheese
Seat for two or
27 Left-over con-·
Real estate incomes
more
coction
Part of the sleep 56 Weapons
29 Ending for young or
cycle
57 Portals
old
Cardinal
58 Sorrow
30 Understands
Encountered
32 Banking tenn
Leave out
33 Destinies
Fonner boxing name
DOWN
34 Ha 1f of a ba 1a nee
Yield
1 Pledge
sheet
Not· good nor bad
2 Word before fire
35 Took the leading
Defeat
3 Jungle noise · ·
role
Depend
4 Advantage
37 Restaurant emCherish
5 Fanner's purchase·
ployees
Overcome with fumes
(2 wds.}
- 38 Thespians
Most like Jack
6 Lasso
39 ·Long for
Benny
7 Comedian 41 Tickets
Attach firmly
£Schreiber
·
44 Actress Carroll
En route (3 wds.)
·~Fix
47 Roman statesman
Fall flower
9 Mr. Garfunkel
48 deck
Kitchen utensils
10 Flower parts
49 On the Adriatic
Regatta
11 Vibration
52 WWII initials
Russian ruler
13 halllller
54 Feather's partner
ACROSS

1
6
11

17

0

21

12
14
15
17
18
20
21
23
24
25
25
27
28
30
31

25
28

40
43

33
36
40
41
42
43

46

51

44
45
46
47
50
51
53
55

57
©Edward Julius,

Collegiate CW76-15

ANSWERS, Page 19

OPEN RELATIONSHIPS
One couple's dialogue

UNIVERSITY THEATER

about committment

AS YOU LIKE IT

·jealousy and fr~edom in
an open relationship
7':30 Gibbs Lounge Thurs., Nov. 18

By William Shakespeare
November 11-13 arid 18-20 at 8 .PM
November 17 at 2 PM
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham
General: $2.50-$3.00; Students: $2.00-$2.50
Reservations: 862-2290. Group rates available.

sponsored by Human Sexuality Center

presents

SEABROOK
continued from page 1

at the Seabrook Ecological Study
compiled · by Normandeau
Associates."
Dignan, who a few weeks ago
represented the Public Service
Company at the NRC hearings,
said that he had, "sworn
testimony from EPA technical
staff that the cooling system
designed provided minimal environmental impact.''
The environmental impact of
Seabrook's cooling system ceJJters around the plankton that will
· be trapped in the disturbances
created by the intake and
discharge
of
seawater.
Originally, the intake was located
in 35 feet of water. It was then
moved to 50 feet of water to
minimize plankton ·:entrapment:.
McGlennon now wants the intake
moved into 80 feet of water, a
task that Tallman says, "is costly
and unnecessary." ·
Tallman said, "Alternatives
for Seabrook would involve the
installation of cooling towers, a
process that would take years to
prepare. We may have to close ·
Seabrook and take a $300 million
Joss. We may even have to ·consider a coal-fired powerplant
which would be substantially
more expensive and environmentally hazardous than Seabrook.
Even should we consider ~" !;.Q~l
plant we would have to relocate it

as McGlennon's decision applies

to all electrical plants.
·
"On behalf of every man,
woman and child that we. serve,
we promise to take every single
· legal step we can to overturn this
arbitrary
and
capricious
decision, so that we can all get on
with those things that need be
done ... namely the construction of
Seabrook Station.''
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Banned
By Casey Holt

•
ID
\

DOONESBURY

Guess what the latest thing to
be banned in Boston is? Well, as
you can probably tell from
looking at his page, it's the comic
strip "Doonesbury.'~ _
The Boston Globe, which
carries ·the strip and in which
many of us here at UNH read it,
refused to print the Friday and
Saturday editions. ·
·

C'MON, GINNY,
IT'S/JCENA
lONGNIGHT.
~ LET'S GE:TOUT
.: ~Ha?E..

:

\

BEllEVEME,
ClY/J&, rP l.1JVE
Ta BUT TJ.ll3SE
EXPENOITVRE
REPOflJS HAVE

TOBE IN 8Y

Boston
Wednesday

by Garry Trudeau

rnursaay

by Garry Trudeau

WHY OON'T YOfJ

CAU BWNO!c 'TD
HElP YO/.J? Sf.le.
SHOUW 8& UP

BY NOIA/.
. I

\ NOON!

YCAH ••
600{)

//?EA ..
I

Accor~g to the Sunday issue of
the Globe, the St. Louis P<>StDispatch and the New York Daily
News also refused to run the
strip, and a newspaper in Alaska
cancelled the st{ip completely.

In Frida_y's edition of th~ Globe ~ .
all the·comics on the right side
were pushed up and "Crock" was
thrown in at the bottom.
In Saturday's edition a notice
appeared in the "Doonesbury"
slot saying that the Globe had not
run the two strips because they
were "in poor taste." The strip
resumed on Sunday.
If your memory is good, you'll
know that Joanie Caucus has
fallen in love again, this time
with a reporter named Rick Bedfern.

In the past week events centered around Joanie watching
election returns at Rick's pad.
She's also trying to put a lock on
him.
We decided that we'd give you
the week's run just so you would
know what's going on.
Actually, Friday's. strip is
really harmless. It's nothing
more than a fade~in to Rick's
house, continuing from the fadeout from Joanie's that occurred
on Thursday.
Those . of you who read
"Doonesbury" exclusively in
The New Hampshire might
have wondered wha~ that one
was.
And for those of you who read
the strip in the Globe, we're going
to let you see what you missed.
Feast
your
eyes
on ...... .

The "dirty" Doonesbury
d•

DOONESBURY

Satu~day

by Garry Trudeau
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pre-view

We warned you last week that Mike McConnell would be
speaking in the Gallery about his work, some of which is
on display there. And while you read this, the lecture_goes ·
~
on.Run! It started at 12:30!
TI::JESDAY, NOvEMBER 16

Driswold the Woeful Dragon is in Hennesse; Theater ~t
4. Only $1. Wednesday and Thursday too!
MUSO will present a lecture by Donald Wilson entitled
"Surgery of the Brain" tonight in the Strafford Room
at8. Free!
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
A matinee performance of As You Like It in Johnson
Theater at 2. Students $2, general $2.50.

The Di-sappearance of Aimee, starring Faye Dunaway.
Ch. 4 at8.

~

Faye stars with Jack Nicholson in Chinatown too.
Ch. 7 at9.

l.

McQueen and Sinatra in Never So Few. Ch.7at12:10.

Death in Deep Water, with Bradford Dillman. Ch. 9
at 12:40
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
MUSOfilms Through a Glass Da!kly and Gate of Hell.
Strafford Room at 6:30 and 9. Seventy-five cents or
a season pass.

I see my secretary coming in to tell
me that all the Diversioneers are
out there saying hi. Except Langer
and Pridham, who are feaving to
interview the pretzel man. Say
hello folks.

All Thumbs Band in the MUB PUB.

•

~\~

l,\.i~~

Robert Culp in See the Man Run. Ch. 7at12:30. ~~

Tarantitla, Ch. 5 at 2:30.

·~
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Bugs, Betty, and buddies cavort_in the MUB
singer) The St. James Infirm-

By Dana Jennings
The lights go down. The
audience sits on seats edge, expectant. Eyes are fixed on the
movie screen as the light of the
projector shines on it.
The whir of the projector is
heard as blank film cells flicker
past, credit& flash onto the screen
and the strains of a familiar song
burst into the air - the Looney
Tunes and Merry Melodies theme
song. It's. a Bugs Bunny cartoon!
The name of the cartoon is
"Wabbit Twouble." Already the
audience is snickering.
~
Is this some scene from a 1940's
Saturday movie matinee'? No,
it's the scene in the Strafford
Room of the MUB Sunday night ·
as MUSO presented a capsule his-

Fudd, of course) made this film·
an easy laugh getter.
The second cartoon was
"Gertie the Dinosaur" b-y Winsor
McCay. Tqis film, made in 1914,
was one of the first cartoons ever
made. McCay used the film as a
vaudeville act. The film looks
very simple while viewing it. It
is short, silent and in black and
white. It isn't so simple. It took
10,000 separate drawings to make
the cartoon.
The riext two cartoons shown
were by Max and Dave Fleischer.
The first cartoon was a Koko the
Clown cartoon from 1921. It
featured an animated Koko
against a live background·. It was
amusing and well animated, but
it was in no way a portent for

All the characters become distorted, changed. -The cartoon
becomes Daliesque. The image is
incQ.herent, unstable. Snow White
was never like this. Then abruptly the nightmare is over. The
goodguys have won. We are back
to the mundane (well, as mundane as great animation can be).
After the Betty Boop cartoon
all the others were mundane,
although they too were excellent.
Maltin showed two Walt Disney
Mickey Mouse cartoons. A black
and white "The Delivery Boy"
from 1932 and "The Band· Concert," a color effort from 1935.
Both cartoons were excellent,
relying heavily on ~raphics and

tory of cartoon animation.

the next cartoon that was shown.

the mu.,ical :icorc.

Leonard Maltin presented this
muso lecture. Maltin is the
author of The Disney Films,
The Movie Shorts, Behind the
Camera and Movie Corned}

The cartoon was a Betty Boop
cartoon from 1932 entitled "Snow
White."'. It is a masterpiece of
animation, one of the best cartoons I have ever seen.
This cartoon portrays Betty
Boop as Snow White (is she
sexy). The story starts conventionally enough with the evil
witch talking to that very honest
mirror. Betty arrives upon the scene thus taking away the
beauty championship from the
evil hag (one suspects she was
the fairest in the land because she
was the only one in the land that
vaguely resembled a female).
The hag condemns Betty to
death. So the hag's man pl_?yed
by Koko the Clown and friend
take Betty away to kill her. They,
of course cannot kill her because
she is too kind and beautiful. Now
the cartoon starts getting weird.
All the characters are brought
together in a cave, . that has a
river running through it. The
river resembles the river Styx
from Greek mythology. The
heroes are chased by the hag . .
Strange gibbering creatures lurk
in the background. Koko the
Clown is transformed into a ghost
and he sings (with the voice of
Cab Calloway, a famous jazz

Of particular inter~st is the ending of."The Band Concert." A
tornado comes up while Mickey
Mouse is conducting an outdoor
concert in a small midwestern
town. The tornado sweeps the
band into the air and they continue to play ~bile being tossed
abut th~ sky. The scene is
reminds
one
of Mickey's.
"Sorcerer's Apprentice" sequence in Disney's Fantasia
that was made five years later
in 1940.
The other two cartoons shown
were an excellent Porky Pig from
1938 by the Warners studio and a
Mr. Magoo from 1952 by UPA
productions.
UPA was a group of animators
who left _the Disney studio because they felt that Disney was
becoming creatively stagnant.
They experim~nted with an impressionistic style of animation
that was very different from anything attempted previously. The
cartoons are spare and geometric
with odd juxtapositions of color.
The Magoo cartoon was different,
I
but undeniably well done.
Although the cartoons were the
high--light of the evening, Maltin's
commentary was very interesting and insightful. He obviously

Teams.
Maltin also is editor of the

Popular Library Film Series
and Film Fan Monthly .. His
articles

have

appeared in

Esquire, TV Guide, Saturday
Review/World, Village Voice,
Variety and -Film Comment.
He is currently an instructor at
the New School of Social
Research in New York City.
Maltin showed nine cartoons
covering a span from 1914to195.2.
Each cartoon was a masterpiece.
of characterization and dfrection.
Each cartoon built towards the
peak
Hollywood
animation
achieved during the 1940's.
The first cartoon Maltin
showed was "Wabbit Twouble"
starring "that Oscar winning
rabbit Bugs Bunny," by the
Warner Brothers Studio.
This cartoon illustrated why
Bugs would go on to win an
Os.car. It was simply the mad
hare hi-jinks we have come to
know and love from Bugs. Frenetic pacing and innumerable
gags (at the expense of Elmer J.

ary Blues.

(Wayne King photo)

Leonard Maltin
has a love for the old, great cartoons.
He is dismayed at the "trash"
shown on Saturday morning television most of the time. He feels
that the best c~.rtoons were made
during the 1930's and ·40's. He
said, "That's when the studios
had money and time to make
good cartoons. Today the studios
cannot afford to make good cartoons. To make a 1940 type seven

minute cartoon today would cost
$125,000. Generally if you want to
see good American animation
today you have to watch TV commercials. It's .there that they
have the time and the money to
make good cartoons."
So the lights come up, eyes are
a little watery from laughing so
much. The Looney . Tunes song
lingers in your head. You want to
see more cartoons. .

Parsonage Gallery hosts UNH photographers
By Cindy Fernald
The Parsonage Gallery is host- ·
ing a photography show featuring
six area photographers, two of
whom are professors at UNH.
The exhibit is composed of over
75 photographs grouped throughout the front room and the entryway of the Gallery ..
Richard P. Merritt, an Associate Professor of Art at UNH who
is currently on sabatical, has a
corner of the Gallery to himself.
One of his photographs, The
Flower Picker, has an impressionist effect and looks more like a
Manet or Renoir painting than a
photograph.
Another is a picture of a snowcapped red mailbox. It stands out
a~ainst a winter field with two

elm trees and a snowy country
lane that almost disappears into
an enveloping mist.
Merritt
does
remarkable
things with plain subjects ·. -'."
catching the light glistening
through a clump of weeds or
shimmering off mud flats backing clamdiggers in a marsh.
William Roy, who received a
degree from UNH and went on to
get his Masters in Fine Arts from
the Maryland Institute in 1975, is
teaching photography at UNH
this semester.
Jay\ Jenkins, who runs the
Parsonage Gallery along with his
wife Mary, said many of Roy's
students have been down to view
the display.
- Roi is at his best looking down.

the throats of flowers. One of his
most spectacular photos is of a
crimson petal that curls around a
spiralling red stamen. It reaches
out at you from the soft, dark
background.
Some of his flowers look like
people. A red speckled lily ap. pears to be sticking its tongue out
through front · teeth. An orchid
has striped petals that resemble
a mask, complete with a curling
mustache and a golden nose. In
another, the cream colored petals
look like the muted reflection of a
dancer.
Mary jenkins said that her
favorite photograghs were three
by Richard C. Johnson, a UNH
graduate, who is now a designer
and a cabinet maker. She des-

cribes him as arty through and
through; there's not one cell of
his body that isn't artistic.
He did a beautiful picture of
frost on a window pane where
silver-blue spears of frost curl in
a spiral design of light against a
midnight blue background.
Johnson also has several wood ·
sculptures on display. He carves
-graceful shapes that expose the
grain of the wood. Mary has a
favorite that she pats on the
head every time she passes
through the room.
There is also some under-water
photography by Fred Bavendam
at the show. A juvenile ScUlp1n
stares out of one photograph with
a glowing eye framed by transluscent, ribbed fins.
.

CARE PllARMACY
53 Main St.

: TUESDAY ONLY

Nov.16 .
6:00 & 9:00

Laurence Olivier
"THREE SISTERS"
. WEDNESDAY ONLY

Rel(.$1.98~$1.49

The Parsonage Galler,y is
open Monday thru Saturday
from 10 to 5. Besides the show
going on, they also sell prints,
some by UNH people, and
they also do framing work.

11

Car
Wash''
rated PG

7:00& 9:00

100% orion acrylic ·
Nov. 17

6:30 & 9:05

Two Marx Brothers Hits
HffORSE FEATHERS"
"DUCK SOUP"
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.

YARN
SALE
Berella .4oz.

Also featured at the Gallery are
J.D. Lincoln, who refers to himself as a camera visualist and
· concentrates on people as subjects; and L. Franklin Heald, who
is the official photographer of the
Durham swans.
. "They all have different
· reasons for being photographers,"
Mary Jenkins said, ''different
approaches
and
subjects.
They're artists."

Nov. 18, 19 & 20
6:30 & S-:30
"MURDER BY DEATH" .

A.l.o available

Reynold•

LORI
2.98
1kein
Imported from Iceland

Brun..ic._.

GERMANTOWN
2.19
skein
'100 % virgin wool

Sean
Connery
11
TheNext

Man••
rated R

7:00 8t 9:00
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Rules and regulations out of UNH's past
POLICIES
.
continued from page 9
Hood House rates went up to five
dollars per day in 1970 for bed
patients.
The Dean of )\"omen had to sign
a request for overnight absences
in 1921. The request stated the
reason for leaving, _place going,
time of departure a_nd_ intended
return and name of chaperone
through which the girl may be
reached. ·

(and it will be} ft's up to the
Frosh to ring T-Hall bell in
celebration," said the 1929 handbook.
Freshmen also had to wear
beanies until the first victory of
the varsity football team or until
the end of the football season.
whichever came first.
In 1921, "No member of any
-team shall be paid , or receive
financial aid or otheremolument
directly or indirectly, as com pen-

In 1963, quiet hqurs _started at 8 p.m.
with "no pinl{-ponti durine these . hours."
Phone calls could be received sation for taking part in any
from men on Friday and Satur- college contest," said the hand·
'
day evenings only from 8 p.m.-10 - book.
In 1970, a Miss UNH Pageant
p.m. and on Sunday afternoons
from 4 p.m.-6 p.m. Phone proc- took place at the University. "A
tors made sure telephone rules forerunner t0- the Miss America
were upheld until 1964.
Pageant, this event sponsored by
The New Hampshire was the the student union, c~imaxes a
of_ rehearsmg
and
only official weekly publication of week
the University. The paper has preparation by a group of ~elec
been in circulation since 1911.
ted university women," said the
"All members of the University. 1970 Cats Paw.
are expected to subscribe to the
In 1953 an alcohol rule stated no
college paper - its primary func- alcohol was permitted in student
tion is exactly the same as that residences. In 1970 drug abuse
of a metropolitan newspaper fur- was recognized on campus and
nishiilg 'all the news that is fit to
print', said the 1929 handbook,
The subscription cost was $1.50 .
per year.
Attendance at rallies and bonfires and memorization of UNH
'
chants was .a must up until 1970.
The UNH Alma Mater was known
by all UNH students.
Football games were important events - especially for the
freshmen. "Frosh · have the
privilege of marching behind the
band to all football games and if
it is a victory for New Hampshire
Come to room 151

prohibited from campus.
The 1960's saw an appreciable
difference in certain rules and
regulations. The ~ules were
gradually
becommg
more
lenient.
In 1963 women had to be out of
mens' hall~ by 8 p.m. Women
proctors still enforced the five
minute phone calls. But, long
distance calls could last a limit of
15 minutes.
Special permission could be
given for women to go to the late
movie in 1963.
Graduated 1 a.m. curfews were
given for Saturday night. Freshmen were allowed four 1 a.m.
curlews a semestPr, SUlphoinorQi;l
were allowed six, juniors were
allowed eight and seniors had
unlimited restriction on 1 a.m.
In 1963, quiet hours started at 8
p.m. with "no ping-pring during
these hours."
.
In 1970, football rallies, freshmen
beanies
and
other
'traditions' were still upheld.
However, __ most-. previous rules
and regulations were not outlined
in the handbook.
Chaperones no longer existed
as they did in 1921. By 1970 the
Commons dining hall was
replaced with Philbrook, Stillings
and Huddleston.
·
The military and physical

education courses were offered the University of New Hampshire
as electives rather than required is allowed to establish its own
visitation policy in-. accordance
· courses.
Team players couid received with. certain guidelines. These
guidelines include that residence
financial aid.
·
Cool-Aid was establisbe6 and hall staff and Student Goverconcerned itself with pregnancy, nment be responsible for all
drugs, legal aid, draft advice, supervision.
Residence units shall establish
birth control and venereal
disease. Cool-Aid was receptive their hours within the limits of:
to problems of loneliness, frus- SundaY:-Thursday 7 a.m. to l
a.m., Friday and Saturday 7 a.m.
. tration and depression.
The 1970s no longer saw rules to2a.m.
just for women.
"If a residence ; hall wishes to'
Resident Assistants (RA's) and establish a 24-hour public lounge
Head Residents now presided in in their residence unit, it shall be
up to their discretion," according
the dorms on campus.
·
In 1976 each residence hall at . to the 197ffCaboodle.

SPECIAL
SNOW TIRES
NYLONS 18.00-$22.00

The ·N ew Hampshire

GLASSBELTED $26.00·
-MOST SIZES AVAJLABLE

is looking for an

DOVER

AUTO

editorial cartoonist

SUPPLY

of the M

DURHAM
MAINST.
868-2791

UNH BOOKSTORE
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
All cookbooks 20 % off
Sanford. plastic pencils
$8.95
Concise Heritage Dictionary
$5.95
Websters New Collegiate Dictionary
$9.95

Now$7.15
Now$3.50
Now$6.50

,.,
Cont~nuing Specials

in our Photo department

SYBILin paperback
-$1.95

Now $1.00

SALE EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 16-24

Christ
Craft
Works
pine cone wreaths
decorations
block printing
string art

~•iversity .of New

Hampshiri ·

BOOKSTORE:HEWITT HALt.
DURHAM,

N.H:

03824

Register Friday, Nov.19
Monday, Nov. 22
·Student Activities Rm. 126

10am-.4pm
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You Can Still Vote
in the

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION!
(for student body
president, that is)

Tues. and Wed.
November 16 & 17
.MUBlO 4
Library 10 - 4
Barton Hall 10 2
Dining Halls 11-1, 4 - 6
Li'sten to the candidat~s debate
on WUNH, Mon. Nov. 16 at 8:00
If no candidate gets a majority of the vote, a
runoff election between the two candidates
with the most votes will be held next week.

There will · be a sw1ne flu
Illake-up· clinic for all students, fa·culty & staff age
18 - 54 -who were unable to
receive the vaccine on Oct.
29th.
The clinic will be held at
the Granite· State Rm. on
Nov. 19th from 10 a.Ill. - 2
p.m. Only Illonovalent
(s-wine flu) ·vaccine will be
available.
Those attending are urged
to preregister by picking up
a consent form at Hood "
Hotise. Forllls will also. be
available at the clinic.

ads·- ----

~:,_-classified
for sale
RGEi\l'IES! Keep tra1
happPn Eight channel
run~ 1111 110 AC or Auto
lelt>\\tlh Durham area
R-51n1 11 2:1.

.,

as
ng

<\ski

!s

l50.

nten-

v.it 1 11r without hii
:'.~ · (<' ,~ 1 •r
ien1 HmrnhilL-; 220 cm
·ada <rr nd
.birr(luw.s Bt'!il damn tru kin· ~trn; m
f\a,..tle \\OOd i;lalm 1~ zoo em
la '.\lark<•r_ bindfngs. Tt1p" 111 tht-ir day
ct >111u P61es unus<>d t< :S:Ja now· sn
X-( -tuJI will hag~_le. lk1; :ilXl-::!ll!H 12 7

F. like new, \\·ith Photnnnc fo-r'.\ Fin;o mm f/l.4. cap, hood. $:l25. l nusecl
r Auto J:l5mm ·f/.3.S. lens $150 •.'lie\\·
r no.1220 Tripod. $25; Call B111 868-1905.
ING TU AFRICA: MUST sell one paft
1 mens· Lange Flo Ski ~)ts Excellent
ion Sao/negotiable. Call !'llike 5 u at
or 868-\1815.11/23.
AND BOOTS: new~.ust>d man;- sizep,
names as Atomic, ttart K2. Roosighol.
e. Ext>Pllent prices. coni< and sE-e for
elf. Gr<>g, Williamson 42-t. 1118-\!7\l'i' or 86221 lO.

,· TfE:ES· Brand new JJt'm ips i.fH 5.20th or without rims. $40 f< the pair 868~~n~. ll~
for sale. Hart competition ~w cm Used
one st'ason. Excellent t 1nditlo:1 $80
Call :\!ark at 74Hi992.l1 l
;ale 1"975 Triumph Spitllre E"ct-llt'nt
ion r;1dial tires. 12.000
li>s. ,\sking
Call, ~~-a847. 12;;
OW'\'EH. 1969 vw Bug. PXl'ell£'1l! run<>tartitig. all radials, whit< with red in"
wi.11 eured for. $.'i<XJ. Car m Durham
' \\, n. {:all 569-:l26Bol'_f,2J,~.Y,11 1:1
alt- 1fr;)/ couch for sale. '. rust and no
.ge $1 ddi\·ered. Call l\likl. Ed or '.'foil.

m. 11

19.

~r Beetle'-73 VW Excel
~~i2a$21.30 Call ev~. 6-8

cond. Ave.
:30 at ti64-

Auto: 1971 Toyota Corolla, 1600 cc. good con~
Brand new skiis: Head Yahoo freestyle skiis, I Must sell. 1969 VW Bug. 9,000 miles rebuilt
dition, many new oarts. auto. transmission.
160 ctn. unmounted >i: never touched the
l!ngine. new paint 4 gOJ)d tires and snows in$650'-Come see-Call 679;8616. &mth Lee. 11/19 ·• snow. Aiso have :Solomon 555 equipe bindings
eluded, sun roof "heat works". $900 OBO at
to go with tnem, can be mounted Oil guaran- 1 21 Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583
naus<'h & Loinb Microscope Model ST-22 with
tee. Will sell both for only $200. can Mary
ll/23
d·sc diaphragm, concave mirror, lOX ocular,
Boyd at 2-2161or868-97011: 11/19
cl<iuble nosep1ece lOX & 43X also 97X oil imFor Sale.: 1969 Dodge Charger, 440 Magnum,
DOWN
PARKA~Fin~;lkindEMSe~~
mersiwi objective. Asking $200. Call 431-8974.
automatic. P .S., PIB.; 70,ooo, studded snowsi
style, men's size large, full hooo, maroon.
11/16
runs great, body needs some work. $700. Cal
Orily worn slightly, new 1ast January. Asking
Henry at 868-5207. 11/16
For Sale: 1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4-Door
$35-worth at feast '$50. Call 742-6114 for info .
Sedan: PB~PS"; Airj_Low mileage; Excellent
For Sale: . Larige Standatd $ki :boo~s
U/16
condition: ~ee and arive to11ppreciate. Also:
(women's size 8), two medium down jackets.
Marantz 4-channel receiver Jl>fodel'4270; Ten
ALBUMS: Allman Bros .. Hendrix. Steve · 1 dog kennel for flying a medium lar.ge d~.
Auto-Reverse Reel-to-Reel Tape Deck Model
Reasonable prices. Call Allison 659-2m: 1213
Miller, Byrds, Bana, Frampton, Traffic, SanA-5500: Dual 1229 Q hlrntable tShure Vl5 Type
tana, others. AJ, m excellent or nt>w condition.
llI cartrid~e): 2 pair Pioneer Speakers MOdel
Also, MGA parts. Scott. 108 Lord. 868-9774. 862- I For Sale: Toyota Land 6-uiser -1974 model,
43,000 miles - undercoated no rust, nev:er
1
~~~ ·ia~1s~~~~~~n~~J; \1!f~vfsfu~r 8~i 1633. ll/16
plowed $3500 or B.O. Call eves 868-7269 or 772"
Greg 1Rm. 428) at 2-2431. 11/1_6_ _ _ __
1966 Dodge Coronet1 318, P .S., automatic, very
3574 .. 11/22
.
good cond., &houlo be seen to appreciate,
Motobecane·- Super Mirage 4 m·cinths old,
For Sale: pr. of Electro voice 13sekrs. $60.00, Dover - 742-5015. 11/16
.
alloy rims, Q-R lmbs, Suntour deraille1.~rs;
Down Parka w/hood $20.00 Call Bnan at lkil!Sugmo crank, Weinmann QR br;:rkes, high
Must sell: 1969 VW Bug. 9,000 miles rebuilt
5489. 11119
engine, new paint 4 go00 tires and snows inpressure lires1 leather seat, excelleht shape,
$165·. Call David after 5 p.m. 862-1343.11/19 ·
cluded1 sun roof "heat works" $900 ODO at 21
For Sale: Lpiz E78Xl4 snows on 5 lug chev.
Schoolnouse Ln., Durham or call 868-258.1.
wheels $35 or trade for good radial snows. can
Peay_y &!ss Brain, ~IO watts r~s;\v.1th. ~;
003-895-4505. 11/19
ll/_23~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Jizabon, footsw1tch fo.r c_hannel mmi,ng:
Six ·months old, clean and in. perfect· conSTEREO-sfleakers and tape deck (reel)
1975 Fiat 128 4 Door sedan, radial tires,
dition. $200. Group ~handirig,.m.ust sell.
garaged - no rust, ~-barted, regular oil & lube,
Asking $150 and $9tl. Both $225, must sell. 868··
··
17,000 miles; must sell for tuition money. $2500 :<;:allJohn,"74i!-4347. 12/ilf · · ·: ··
5631. Jim. 12/3
firm. Call arter 6p.m. 926-8086. 12/3 ·
For· sale: ·Polaroid
land camera with
1970 Render Telecaster, blond finish, maple
For Sale: Coppi racing frameset, 58 cm.
flash and case. Excellent condition. $50. Also
neck w/HS case, also •. EMC Performer 11
Columbus DB tubing throughout, cut. out
Blizzard fiberglass special skis ~.195 cm, 2
ampiifier.,13" speaker, high fr~uency ·horn.
Bottombracket Italian slop forkcrown, camyears old, very good condition. Paid $125
$225 apiece, negotiable. Pete fun. 123. 868py dropouts. An exc~Uenf road frame, 101 2
new, as~ing $50. can 749·3642. n/16 _
•
97_!!2;_862-1581, leave messa~. 12_/_3_ _ __
bgttombracket. Asking $175 or best offer.
B.IKES ¥or sale- Mirella Italian racing
For Safe: Bass Germa.n-mlide .Moun_Call Randy 742-4339. 11123
bike,Campy steel crand, Record derailleur 1
taineering boots,, ahouf s~e~ 9, -$35;: Fitted
French tou_ring rims but can be converted
M:ondia special frameset 24" (60 cmJ frame
Crampons, $20; overbo<lts, $1-0; all used only
back to racmg <22lbs. )-perfect training bike-~
with
Campagnolo
headset,
bottom
bracket
once. Ca!J 868-9660 after 6 p.~. 11/23
and dropouts. Reynolds 531 DB ,.tubing
~OQ-write_ Box_ 17 Gre~l~.11Q.. Q3.!!1Q leavd
llliFIUGERATOR-5 cubic inch, compact, 2
throughout an excellent touring frame.
nl,Hllber or addfess .. 11/23" '{ .,.. •·· · ' ~T. ·.<;--"' '~
months old, like newbmust sell, paid $138 will
Asking $160 or best offer. Call Steve 868-7088.
Fof:J~al~~-Yail}qha 125 excell~nt condi~i~.
sell for $100. Call Bar ara at 2-2723. 11/19
ll/23
Ski$".-}l~l S~rato 102, Dynamic 117195·Clrt';t
'66 Cutlass conv.-330 4bbl, auto, P.S., P.B.,
_187.~in- ..,ta:ng~bo.ots·71h, good price. ~.i.~.
1
good rubber, new snow tire, runs well needS
·868-2668:
11/23
. . ,: .. ( i" .,
Pe~~gn b;n~: Jg.e1~ ~1:~r:'1sY~~t&b!l~~~~~i?n~
top and some body work. $150. Ask for Oave or
ch. loft, good to 15°. Cost $87.00 new, sell for $65.
For.Sale:
~os~all-Seamco
tenni~
ra~g~'°.::
leave message at 8fi8-9859. 12/7
One 1.25 lb. 1''111 !!:MS summer, 4112 inch Iott,
41·2 mch grip. 180 cc. Dynastar GLS.skis:w.t..
good to S5 degrees. Cost $59 new, selling for
'75 Dodge Tradesman Van 17,000 miles. 220
Salomon
bindings
and
Barre
poles.
Nor~
$45. Make super winter combo together
slant 6 cylinder; 3 speed stanaarcl AM-FM 4
"Banana" ski ooots, size .9 1kN, All in.'v¢q·
good to -20 degrees. Both in ex.cellent con~
speaker stereo, rustproofed. Ripe for conver.good
condition.
Call
659-2069.
11/23
·,'
:;,; ·.. <
aition. Call 659-2635. 11/19
Silllll l-362-4929 WJll show_in IJN}Larea 11/19
Fishermen - for sale- 76' 2.Horse Evi.nrU~
tr.oiling motor. Low Hours .. Runs finest-kin¢-.
W~ new, wa..nt $22?: Call Charl!e 7~-248,8/;

•
•
Thanksgiiving is
corriing

hitch a ride
·. in th e classified ads
come

rm 151 mub

240

!

For Sale - BSR 2520 W turntable. Very good
condition $:lo. Call 868-5642 at anytimt>.

Down parka; navy blue, Woolrich, men's
small/woman's large, excellent condition hardly worn. $35 or best offer. Call Debi T.
868-9834, room 503. 11/19
Prepare fQr the 1-o-n·g winter .. War~. u~ed
quality 'clothing for sale at reasonable
prices. St. George's Thrift Shop, Durham.
Sale hours: Tuesday <sales only.) 7-9 p.m.
Thurspays-10-3:45. 11/23
Rust on your car repaired. Free estimates.
Fiberglass work done professionally at low
cost to you. Call Dan at either 659-5125 or 6642458. 11/16
.

·.. ~

."·~.......~,
·.. -~:~:

Must sell immediately: Two bedroom
Mobile home at 10 Sleepy'· H<~llow Mobil{'.
Court in-Newmarket/ $2,950. Call 659-2738 after six or 679-8876. 11 Hi
Female senior wants own room in house or
a(lartment for second semester (preferably
on Karivanl. Call Katrina, Room JtiU1 868·
9750 or'2-2173. Leave your name & numoer if
I'm not in. n/19 ·
"

.

Apartment for Rent in Newmarket 2 bedroom,
lu1chen, Big living room cenfrally located, on
Karivan · $215'month ineludes heat-available
January <pos$ibly sooner l call 659-2815.12/7.

wanted
Woman 23 wants to meet other~WQmen:to
play paddleball - beginrier:.or not.~~.ter(
nis. 868-5999. U/23
·
. · · '. ·...~·h·: ..,-,~·-:; ·. ·
Wanted: Viola ·in
condi. . ' . ,· .. ;~k,
proportional to conijition of ip __
. · . ajF
Mik:e,Ji59-2039. II/16
,,_.- .• , , h:8"i~

gOod

Garage Wanted within waiking distance
1

~f~ei~~~~~ ~~~r r~~~ £a~~~~~r ~i:1~.g d~~

fl68-!l828anda:skforC;1rl 11/1!1
·
Ride needed to Long Island or NYC area
Wednesday Nov. 24 and return Sunday Nov 28.
Will share driving and expenses! Call Andrea
at 868-9726 or 2-1670.11/19.

- Y_W Ko~bi wagon for sale.1965 anci i:uilning~,I Wanted: person for light housekeeping; 4 to 6
finest kmd, ~ew m~ffler, and othet·;:issor.te<.ttl hours~week; caif 862:f6fo'ruiy .~868-2602 after 6
:work .. Equipped with i;;naws. Only $575: C .. "'. 11/z:i
-Charlie, 742-2488. 12/3 :,.
: · .. _,;. ;. ~: +.i~~Wanted: a used port.able televi~ion in working
condi tion. Cont.act Wendee Wright, Stoke 628.
Guitar- Sunburst Gibson ES 345 stereo-.
868-9730. 11/16
Humbucking pickups, stereo chord and hardshell case. $385 al~o old Fend er Deluxe,
JViake Money!! We want your COMIC
tweed cover good shape $165- York; Maine
BOOKS. Search your attics at h!Jme you
207·363-2187. 11/16
may have dollars lying around gettmg dusty.
Will pay fair pr ices. Call 868-5716. Ask for
Must'Sell - 1006 Plymouth Valiant. Engine
excellent, good body1 needs {!aint. 4 new tires
~ar_IC Kneel_an~9.
_
_ __
and snows includea. $500 firm. See at 21
MEN-WOMEN:
JOBS
ON
SHIP.S.
Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583.
American. Foreign. No experience required.
11/23
Excellent pay. WaFldwide travel. Summer
job -0rcareer. Send $3.00 for information.
For Sale: 1975 Winneabago RG 24,000 miles
SEAF.AX. Dtpt. E -17. Bo~ 204!t. Port Angeles
self contained. slee_ps 6, sparetire, AM/FM
~.Cls_hington 98:362. 11/21
cassette frlar,er, TV & CB antenna, extra
~ ~~~~~'. ~7i er hitch, etc. Call after 5 p.m.,
Tired and Achey? Come to the oak room
series and participate in our "Back-Rub"
For Sale: SkisbFischer RSL (200's) along
demonstration at ttie oak room of Huddleston,
with marker 4 indings asking $100 or best
8 p.m., Nov. 18, 1976; Enter by side door near
offer. Call after 5 p-.m., 772-6208. ll/19
Fairchild.
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Student caucus actions
CAUCUS
continued from page 2
1

Educational P-01icy Committee.
Vice-President for Special
Assignments Rich Mori announced
that the Alcohol Awareness
Day will be named "Hatchet Annie , Day" after the leading
prohibitionist. It is tentatively
planned for Dec_, 8. Calhoun said
two or three people from the legal ·
services committee will be
·working with the alcohol
awareness group, headed by. Bob
Gallo, assistant dean of students.
A reaues• o:Y the Wonwri 'lf-C~n
ter for $600 was approved to be
sent to the Bureau of .the Budgef:
Kim Cappel, coordinator for the
Women's Center, asked for $600
from the programming fund to
"extend the limited informational resources and service
oriented programs currently offered by the University in this
area."
A few members were con-

Established
. thriVing
CRAFTS STORE
for sale
·603-431-6070
or·

cetned that the increased funds
would result in duplication of
services provided by Hood House
and the Counseling and Testing
Center. Vice-President for
Budget and Administration Tom
Chase said that he had contacted
the two facilities and "They said
there would be no duplication of
services and they welcomed the
idea of increased aid to the
Women's Center."

Mori expressed concern at
Sunday's
Student
Caucus
meeting over The New Hampshire Sunday News' front-page
interview with UNH Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts Allan
Spitz. Mori said, "Spitz says
'We're not going to surrender lo
the students' and I say he's right,
they shouldn't surrender. but we
must continue to express our
vjews and voice our opinions ...

.,
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

I
I
I
.1

I
I
I

L--------------~--------------~

MEMORIES FADE •••

U.S.A.

YEARBOOK Plt:TIJRES DON'T

MENS DOWN VESTS
SIZES S-M-L~XL
VALUES TO $35.00
PRICED FROM· $14. 95
TO . $27.95

SO DON'T FADE •••

Sh!n up todaythru Nov. 23
9to4
Rm. 125 MUB

ALL
Dec.16. T·School~and. 71. Grads

WELCOME

OPEN
MONDAY. THROUGH FRIDAY 9:~0 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Mastercharge & Bankamericard

6o3-642-3i31

corner of Maplewood & Centrai Ave.
Port~mouth,

N.H.

-----classified ads------·
services
Tibet Yoga instruction. No obligation and no
hard-sell pressur:e. Call Newmarket for free
trial lesson : 659-2712. 11/23
E~perienced mechanic. Tuneups, brakes,
exhaust systems, <iii change and minor
engine work. I have access lo many parts
and will guarantee my work. For appointment calf: 436-7176 after 6 p.m. 11/16
Two F.xoerienced hockev olayers seeking topnotch independent intramural team that has
gooa potential. H your team is interested, Call
Charlie 868-5464. 11/19

. tost. an4'"!'!!!!
Lost: Colorful Peruvian wool hat with ear~~l~:ffm.end of week 1-5. Call Kathy Bir-0
Lost at the indoor pool on 11/8/76 T.I.-5oA
hand held calculator, reward offered 749-4096
after6p.m. ll/19.
·
Found: White and Grey kitten near Silver
Street in Dover. Will the real owner please call
Rob or Kate, 868-5931, after 5 :30.12/3.
Lost - Small Goiden retreiver. cnmes hv the .
··hame of Jessie, if found, crlli 868-73l>, no collar.
11/lti

.

Lost-very im~rtant green kna~ck from
room 139 Harriilton Smith Halli Monday Nov. 8
between 10: 50 and 11: 00 a.m. t contained my
midterm paper for Erfoish and represents

~irtj~~r~!~i:;d~k~fm please return

ATIENTION: I lost three keys on a five franc
coin last month. Someone found them and said
they'd turn them into the MUB. I've nm ads in
this paper awaiting their return. Please tum
in al MUB. They're of great sentimental
value. REW ARD. 749-3512. 11/16
LOST-Around JohnsOn Theater a small black
wallet containing all of my I.D. and some
money. Keep the money if you really need it,
but please return the rest to the MUB desk. No
questions asked. 11/19 _ ·
Business teacher will do business, personal,
professional, or student typing from notes or
mctation. Reasonable rates. lBM Selectricchoice of type style/pitch. Call Diana at 742~. ll/19
Lostat_Iibr~cyi.,11-2;

a nice waY. ofputtingiti.
Black ·and wnite (darned elbow) .Bean':;'
Norw
.· eigi'!n.sweat~r . Whoever }Ul(it, ple,a~(!':'
return. as it IS gettmg cold, an~ ai«?:~· 1. CO~
ta~t Ricl-.~rdy, 86.8-7144. 11/.~9 ···:>:<~-;:'~/~,''(
Lost: Tan leather gloves in blue pinto car,
going to Lee Traffic -Circle 10/26 or on
6ridge. Please return. Call Devine Hall 8689703. Thank you, Jean Gilman. 11/19
"Kitty" missing since ·october{: 19 •.
· Murkland/Mini-Dorm Area. 3/4·g.t~~n;·
vecyi. very · affectionatei · rnale ~ray~tige1<
<wlfoe on face. legs, be! y). '':Kit must be
well cared fQr. since he has not returned:
home.but the baby inisses and calls for him ..:
Please ~u-~s; · 868,2045, early_ morning. or .
.Iate;eyemrig,<B,S. Fou~ same ~a.m,e, ¥,ea ;

o~y~.,~tllgolc;l}~igill-"~~~.~?i~~-.'~\i-;_~r;;

··- ....ost: Red coral necklace on luesday be- .
iween Ballard and Rosemary Ln. Streets in 1
Durham. Sentimental value only to owner.
Reward. Call 659-5575. 11/16.

roommates
Wanted Immediately; Male or Female
Roommate for House at 11 Cllapei :St.,
,Newmarket. Own room. $52/month <possibly
negotiable> & utilities. Pleasant house, some
parking, easy hitching. No pets. 659-2002.

11/23

.

Roommate needed now-Durham-to share 2
Bedroom Apt. with 2 other girls. Own room.
$85/month. Please call Laura: 868-5652. Leave
Message. 11/19
Wanted: Female needs place to stay . Tues
and Wed. nights, 2nd semester. H you have
space for an extra mattress and want added
rent money Contact Nancy 2-1978 or 868-9839.
11/19
Working Female, 23, seeks roommate for 2
bdrm. apt. $105/mo includes ht; hw, cable TV,
pool.' Kari-Van. No lease. Non-smoker.
Available immediately. 742-3863 after 6.11/16
Tired of dorm living? Roommate(s) needed
for Semesterll. Roomy apartment. Living
room, kitchen(dishwasher), 2 bedrooms,
bathroom. $525 for semester. Everything included. Strafford Manor in Durham. 868-2190.

11/U .

-

Party!! !Vote for our (and your> party - Jim
O'Neil for Student Body President fll/16.

Tired and Achey'~ Come to the oak room
series and participate in our "back rub"
demonstration at the Oak Room of Huddleston, 8 p.m.liNov. 18, 1976 Enter· by side
door near Faire ild.11/16.
"UNH Career Planning & Placement service

~~il~b~0rf~~t~~o~~ c;e~~~f~~ts~~~~~

presently eligible for work-study who are
1vailable to work 12-15 hours per week may
~all 862-2010 to arrang e for an interview. "11/19.

CHEMIST: Element Number fJl equals Bk
(247). Riddle, Formula, or?; These figures
just do not compute. S.R. 11/16
Dee Dee fledge of Chi Om~a: I hope that
you didn' mind getting kidriaJ>Pe!I Monday
night. Lets do it again real soon. Love Pike
Predge. ll/16

Christmas. Shoppers Delight Durham Art
Association sponsoring their 5th Annual
Crafts Show. Christian Life Center on Madbury Rd. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Sat. Nov. 20.
ff~lry, pottery, -stitchery, wooden toys.

Dear C.S., Thanks f01· the letter. I'm not <i
that unapproachable. Your move. 28 Bagaa
Rd.11/16
,
$20 can be yours if you soive the new No'
prnhlem sponsored by Pi Mu Epsilon .. Copie
ot the problem can be obtained in Rm, M31
Km!!stlurv Hall math office. 11/16

Pam and Beth, Happy first personal from
your Tuesday /Thursday lunch partner. This
personal entitles you to one free lunch bar
sundae . With love. your panel pal.11/6

----

Another Guitarist seeks working musician ~
Have played bluegrass, country, follc, blue
& origmals for many years. Can a,Iso pla)
banjo, dobro and mean washt~b bass-York
Mame. 207-363-2187 . 11/16

Buddhists, 'Taoists, and all Meditators come
together and share with the Integral
Meditation Society. All disciplines are
welcomed and desired. Sessions meet once a
week. Check newspaper notices or activities
<'alendar Room 126. 12/7
Looking for 2 people interested in travelling
during January break-general destin. ation
New Orleans and points west. If interested
call Gary 86S-2332. 11/19

Visit Europe 26 days in January . 16 plu
days skiing al Zermatt, Verbier, Leysir
Crosetes-Avoriaz, and Les Mosses. 'Yuornc
winecaves. Gruyere cheese factory , Berr
Castle, casino gambling, fantastic food . Sk
lessons, lift tickets, excursions. hotels. tw'
meals a d_ay, parti~. air fare; under $800.
Contact Chris t;hurch Mrafford House 148
86S-9818. College credit possible. 11/19
·

pre-paid class ad form

I

.Roomate wanted to share large contemp·orary house in Barrington. University close.
Woods setting. Large Fireplace. Private and.
quiet. $130/month Plus part utilites evenings
fl64-9644.12/7.

TO READ AS FOLWWS: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

W.anted: Female roommate to share exnen-

ses of a.2 bedroom apt. Rent reasonable. Call

earty mornings or evenings. 742-5388. 11/16
Apt. available for sublet now . 1 bdrm., liv.,
Jul. $120/month. Nice place, done in pine
paneling. Call 659-281B. 11/23

personals
-Mr. Chipmonk: you're not getting older,
you're getting better! Happy, happy oirthday
from all of us. With mucfi love and devotion,
Marjorie, the devils, Rau-Roo, and me.11/16.
Chipper: Would you be interested in a repE!at
performance of last April 9? Reserve the
evening of December 4 for a little MAGIC.
P.S. Sorry, Brandy excluded. R.S.V.P.11/16.

I..ookiE8 for two more people interested in
travelll.Ilg during January break. General
destination - New Orleans and points west. If
interested call Gary 868-2332.11/23.

Mr. Moon, alias ARMS! How would= like to

escort your BODY again to the Pl
e Dance
on Dec. 4th? Maybe we can even shci ea few
LEGS! Love, always, Al.11/19.
TOBY: You've kepl your mouth shut long
enough, NOW tell PJW what's under your
cage! Hopefully accepted, BRAT.11/19

PLEASE PR INT

MUST Bl-~ PREPAID

FIRST JNSERT10N: $1.00 for 30 words or

less~

EACH CQNS'EC1 :nvE INSF.RT!ON: $.25

$.50 for each 15 words extra.
Ma.ximini

num~t

of runs: 6.

T•lephone numbets and dates tount as one word; hyphenat.ed words count as. two_ .

MistakH on our part merit one additional run.
Amt. encL

Make chechpjt.yabte .to: The New Hampsllire, Rm.

l'ORU~

l~l._ Memorial

TIMES.
Union.
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Trustees ·

TRUSTEES
co~tinued from page 4
On the controversial 24-hour.
parietals issue Morse said,
"When I first heard about this it
was presented as an experimental kind of thing. Students were
given a choice of 24-hour
visitation or not; that proposal
made some sense. I think that
the students are mature enough

·to handle that situation.''
Morse said, "There is no
question in my mind that a
majority of New Hampshire
citizenry and parents have objected to the 24-hour proposal.
Thafs what has to be taken into
·account. That's the real reason
the proposal was withdrawn by
Vice-Provost Stevens."
''I personally was not as
troubled by the proposal as some
other trustees were," added Mor-

se.

Morse termed his concept of
higher education as "lea.ming
without political interference"
and said that the University
sometimes serves as a ''buffer to
·the demands of the public area-the political area.' '
"I believe in... equal pay for
equal work," said Morse regarding the discrepancy over faculty
salaries at the different campuses. "It~ important, however,
in the case of faculty that' each
faculty member be judged for
what he is personally doing."
"Pay should not be based just
on faculty rank, but on an
evaluation by his peers on any
particular member's performance." Morse sees responsibilities
as a key factor in pay grading.

from the University in 1942, when
it was still what she termed "A
does tell the people that they are
Main Street school." Area II and
or are not capable of doing
III were only woods.
university-level work, sid MorRemembering the old campus
se." Admissions is one of the
life, O'Neil said the college spirit
strong areas of our operation."
was more apparent then, with
"We have had more progress in
fraternity and sorority events the
the area of affirmative action in
only thing on the social calendar.
the University System in the last
She explained that her reluctance
few years than most university
to join a sorority resulted in her
systems of similar size in the
being called before the Dean of
nation," said Morse concerning
the University, who thought she
the role of women at UNH.
was purposely inciting anti"t however, am personally
sorority sentiment on campus.
dissatisfied; we have to do a great
O'Neil
considered
her
deal more," said Morse. "I think
schooling a priviledge and said
it's essential to involve more
she felt the students of today are
women, particularly in adnot -as happy ~s those of
ministrative roles."
yesteryear.
When asked how he viewed his
O'Neil does not hold a full-time
role of trustee, he said that it was
job. While her children were
Dorothy P:O'Neil
"to see that the best higher
growing up she had little time for
quality education opportunities
anything except tending to her
are presented to New Hampshire
Dorothy P. O'Neil, on~ of ~e family. Now her children have all
citizens. This is done through the newest trustees of the Umvers1ty reached college age and she has
University System by the system, is nevertheless, no time to devote to ether things.
,.judicious use qfresources."
- stranger to UNH. She graduated James O'Neil 2raduated from
the Whittemore School in 1973,
and Cathleen is a junior social
service major at UNH.
She was elected to the board by
UNH alumni and she admits, "I
was very surprised to be picked."
Un like other trustees inter.viewed who hold full-time jobs,
O'Neil finds she spends alot of
time working on Trustee matters,
with one assignment taking up
five straight days. She credits
part of this time to ''learning the
Rocheste~
ropes" of the board, but she does
not see the work load lessening in
the future.
Besides her work as Trustee,
$35.00 first jump
O'Neil was the UNH alumni
director for four years, head of a
Thursdays ·
· Senior Citizens group in Chesterfield, N.H., as well as an officer in
Students Only
the three Keene based family
businesses.
$40.00 weekends
On the parietals issue, O'Neil
disagrees with her student
daughter and says that, while the
rules themselves are seemingly
unenforceable, "someone must
set an example or the situation
will only worsen.'' She said she
feels it is basically a matter of
privacy and roommates may be
Rt. 16 Rochester, N.H. 332-0829
the ones who suffer from 24-hour visitors.
"I think our admissions policy

SKYDIVING

Special Offer

Tue&day night, Nov. 16, 8:00
"Exciting and unusuai
amateur talent from UNH."

Parachute Club
will he open on_Thursdays

pub
-talent
night

Classes begin at 11:00 a.m.
Rochester Airport

,...

The Down Under Pub & Lounge
presents

.-··

Live Entertainment every
·-Monday and Tuesday nig~ts
Bullwinkle
-Alternating Thursday nights
Mark II Singalong Du~
Flick Night
-Wednesday and Sunday n~ghts
The one and only J .R. Fran:klin
DISCO NIGHT

f

WHITTIER
\YN'J[X][]lj~ §~lb.~

oo
,
SzS.
OFfEli EXPffiES
DEC.I

MIDWEEK*

SEASON PASS
INCLUDING Gondola Ult
Good entire season

Come on down!

Upstairs:
Try·our dinners, grinders, poµches
with your favorite drink.

WHITTIEA
For

P888e&

and Information

· · Ken MeDaviu 2-1587 or 868-9864 117 Bunter Hall
Mon.-Than. 4-5.11-120.m. or leave me11aae

.

College Corner Restaurant .
Main St. Durham
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Football
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cat stats
Final Yankee
Con{erence Standings

UMass 0

Team Statistics
UNH UMass
First downs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18
5
Yards rushing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
196
29
Yards passing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
192
16
Passes attempted . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
25
18
Passes completed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
16
2
Had iytercepted ., .............. ~ ... .
288
45
Total offense. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Puntsfavg . ....................... : 4/33.5 10/37.4
Penalties/yds. : . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . 4/27 ) 7/52
Fumbles/lost ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8/2
5/3
scoring summary
UNH . ........... . ....

o

23

UMass. ... . .... .... ..

O

0

NH - Checovich 26 yd field goal
NH · DiPietro 11 yd pass from Allen &PAT failed l
third quarter
NH - DiPietro 50 yd pass from Allen <atecovich pat>
fourth quarter
no.
28

yds.
88
64
50
27
13
12

11

9
9
5
,2
3
1

2
-7
-19
-29

yds.
197
16

Punting
no.
Romboli <Ma l ............... . . , . 10
Leavitt CNH L... .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . 4

avg. long.
37.4 73
33.5 39

Kickoff returns
Dent <Ma l ........................ .
Benson CNH >...................... .
Ne~ell CMa l ......... , ..... . ...... .
Azwada <Ma l ..................... .

TD
0
1

0

no.
2

1
1

Interceptions
Sprout< Mal . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
Harris CMal . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . .
-Logue <NH> . ...... .. ............ .. .

no.

2

2

1

0
0
0
0

Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode Island. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
Vermont . ... ... ........... . . ..
New Hampshire..... . ... ... . ..
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
Boston University . .. . . .. . . . . . .
Maine........ . ................

yds.
23
17
10
yds.
7

UNH U-OJ ...... .. ...
SLU<3-2) ............

yds. ,
34
13
10
10

W L W L
New Hampshire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Maine ....... .. .. . .. ... ........
• Rhode Island . .~ .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Boston University . .. . .. . . . . . . .
Connecticut. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

4 1
3 2
2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3

8
5
6
3
3
2

2
4
4
5
6
8

Last Weekend
New Hampshire 23 . . ... ..... Massachusetts o
Rhode Island 17 . ....... .. . ·.... Conriecticut 14
Boston University 28. . .............. . Maine 14
Brown 28 . ............ . ......... . Columbia 17
Cornell_ 31 .. ................. -Pennsylvania 13
Dartmouth 33 .. ..... . . .. .... ..... Princeton 7
Yale 21. . . ..... ......... ..... . .. .. . Harvard 7
Boston College 28 ... .... .. .. . .. . . Syracuse 14
Villanova 56. .... ... ......... . ... Holy Cross 21
Delaware 42 .. .... .... ..... . : . West Chester7·

UNH5

the stick. n women don't stand
up, I'm willing to carry the banner. It's not their own fault.
O'Neill said, "I have been more
critical of Student Government
than anyone in Student Government-a devils advocate. The
protest caused a lot of attention.,,
He explained that many
student committees composed·
not only of Student Government
members but also other students
are presently doing a lot of work
"behind the scenes."
"These
things
are
not
headliners," he said. He pointed
out the committees have been
working with the Kari-van services and working with Vice
Provost David Ellis on the
pass/fail issue.
O'~eill said, "I am_ not a part of

Brown said as a member of the
Clamshell Alliance and Women
for Higher Education, ... I've gotten experience." She said any
special interest group of at least
25 students feeling strongly
about an issue may bring its
grievance to Student · Government. She said she will have a

2
1,

0

0

SLU 4

UNH . ............ .
SLU ...... , . . . . . .
First period
NH - 8:23Normand !Rando >
NH - 11:56 Gould <Powers, Burke l·
Second period
NH-9:54Roy <Harvie, Flanagan >
SL-14:28G. Murphy IS. Mamor >
Third period
SL-0:37G. Murphy CM. Major, Kryzer)
SL-3';45Lawton CGoegan, Ormsonl

DEBATES
the present Farnham government. As Student Caucus
chairman my hands are tied to
being vocal on issues."
· O'Neill said the efforts of certain Student Government vice
presidents have been sincere.
"They have tried and maybe they
could have done more. I've seen
their mistakes and I will not
make those same mistakes."
O'Neill said, "It's easy to be
cr!tical.''

1
2
4

it
5
5

SLIJ 2 .

First Period
NH - 1: 10 Burke (Edgar, Powe;s >pp
SL-5:41 Gosgan <Roll, Kryser> pp
NH - 13:41 Edgar <Gould, Miller> sh
Second period
·
SL-10:49 M. Major <Roll, Murphy >pp
· Third period
no scoring
Overtime
NH - 9: 15Roy, CPowers >
SavesMagnarelli (NH )- 20
Middlebrook (SLU >26

•
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Conference Standings

7

Passing
att. com. int.
Allen (NH L •......... 24
215
2
McNally CMa l ....... 12
Burnham <NH> ......
1
Fallon cMa > ........ : . . 6
0

no.

Soccer

Final Yankee

11

12
6
9
7

Puntreturns Benson CNHJ. ..... . ......•...... . ..
McDonnell (NH .... . . .... ..... • ....
Harris cMa> .... . . . .. .. ........... .

TD

UNH 3

: NH-Wlldlff ~yd~ nun Durnhi:Ull (OltU.IVICII f'"f\TJ

Rushing
Burnham fNHl .......... , ..........
Pendry<NHl .........................
Loehle (NH> .......................
Jessamy CMc.l ...........•.
Coleman <Ma l .....................
Hagen <NH> ....... , ................
Dent CMal ............ , .......•....
Cappa dona <NH> ..........•.........
Lang CMa ) ..........•..•...........
Leavitt <Nm .......................
McNally<Ma l
·····················
F~llon (Ma ) .......................
Allen<NH >. .. . ... , .. .......... ,. ...

yds.
82
62
21
20
13
9
8
3

Receiving
no.
DiPietro <NHJ ...... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Loehle <NH >..................... 6
Wharff <NH> .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2
Pope.CNHl . .... .. . •. ... . ...... . . . 2
Gladchuk <Mal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Pendry CNH) . .• . . . .... . . . . . .. . . . . 1
DeStefano <NH> .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Zawada CMa ).. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

representative from the Thompson School as one of her vice
pr-esidents.
Brown stresses, "We have to
take a stand against the Manchester Union Leader. We are
run by Thomson and Loeb."
Brown said she could approach
Thomson on equal grounds. "I
could talk to the man. 1 think I
have enugh finesse to pull off a
meeting with him."
Crowley stressed that he's been
listening to the students. "I've
conducted a door-ro-door campaign. I'm concerned and I
listen." He said he's not running
on pasf credentials.
Wade said Student Government
is working well with the the administration but not with the
students. "They are reacting to
what has already been done.

· NH-14' :42 Harvie <Miller. Rando l
NH -16' : 23 Lumley (Cox. Fontas 1
SL - 18:09G. Murphy (Lawrence
Saves
Evans t NH i 22
Middlebrook tSL l 26

Season Scoring
g
Frank Roy .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .
2
Tim Burke ... ...•.. ... . ... . . ... . 1
Barry Edgar ... , . . ......... , .. .
Bob Gould '. .. _.. , .............. ..
. Bob Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... _
Jim Harvie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paul Powers .................... .
Joe Rando , . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Terry Flanagan ... _.......... _. . .
Ralph Cox .............. \ .. . . . .. o
Jon Fontas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... o
Jon Fon las ...... _. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. _ o
goalies
Magnarelli. ..... .. . . . . . . . .
Evans .................. •.

G
I
1

Sa
20

a

o

GA

22

Avg
2.00
4.00

club sports
Women's ice hockey
UNH's women's ice hockey team kicked off their 1976-77 com.paign with two solid wins over BU and UVM before losing to a
strong North River, Mass team.
The Cats devestated BU's defense outshooting the Terriers 43- ,
.10 . .Final score was 11-2; Freshman Gail Griffith led UNH with
four goals and two assists.
·
Co-captain Jeanne Menard headm.anned the Cat attack the next
day against UVM scoring a hat trick on the way to a 7-2 UNH win.
North River overpowered the Cats with their skating and
shooting ability running away with a 6-0 win.
UNH travel to Providence this weekend for a pair of games
against Providence College.

VOTE!

there's
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loving ahead
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Fighting
the
CO,ld
It was a joyous
and so'mewhat
bizarre scene at the
UNH-UMass game
Saturday
as
everyone looked
for ways to stay
warm. Jeff Allen,
Bill Bowes and
company had little
trouble, · but for
those not in the
game it was a different story. The
band did it by
frequently playing,
the cheerleaders
by
constantly
cheering,' and the
fans, well ... their
methods were also
frequent, if not con-

stant.

photos

by
Ed
McGrath
and
Steven
Morrison
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Eastern Regionals

By Ed McGrath
The UNH volleyball team has
been invited to the Eastern
Regional Volleyball Tournament.
The Tournament is scheduled
for this weekend in Edinboro,
Pennsylvania.
·
"It was a big surprize to us,"
said coach Laurel Milos, "We
weren't expecting it at all." UNH
found out about the invitation last
Tuesday.

The Wildcats got their opportunity when Springfield and
Rhode Island, made a mistake on
their applications.
UNH

lo~t

to both te:lms during

the regular season.
The Wildcats have been seeded
fifteenth.

They are in a four team pool
with Cortland St., Towson
(Maryland), and Delaware.
Cortland St., the number seven
seed, will be UNH's first opponent on Friday.

''If the girls are keyed, we'll
make a respectable showing,''
said Milos in an interview last
night, "The girls are excited.
There are five seniors on the
team and this is their last shot.''

For some of the seniors it is the
second trip to the E;asterils.
The Cats will also play Towson
(number 11) , and Delaware
Three years ago, UNH traveled
(number three) on Friday.
to Brockport N. Y. for the tournament.
The top two teams of each pool
will get into the winners com.Entering the compet1t1on with
petition while the bottom two a 10-4 record, the Cats were
teams enter the consolation tour- eliminated early in the second
nament on Saturday.
day.
Saturday's competition
single elimination.

is

UNH will be without the services of Evan Vosburgh

UNH finished the , regular
season with a 7-3 mark losing
also to Maine (Orono).

Vosburgh pulled ligaments in
her ankle prior to the URI match.
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UNH has become
the team to beat
The finai score was 23-0, but it only begins to tell the story of the
UNH football team's complete and. total domination of the
Massachusetts Minutemen last Saturday in Amherst, to give the
Wildcats their second consecutive Yankee Conference championship.
- ·
From the Minutemen's openmg series of downs, which went
for minus two yards, to their final possesion of the ball, when they
lost twelve yards, UMass was beaten and beaten badly in every
aspect of the game.
... .
A look at the statistlics gives a more realistic view of just how
one sided this contest actually was
The Wildcats gained 196 yards rushing compared to 29 by the
Minutemen. In net yards passing UNH topped UMass 192 to 16.
Add it all up and the result is a staggering total offense difference
of 388 for UNH and a measily 45 for UMass.
Ono Wildcat paBB play, Jeff Allen':; :se1:::um.l tuuchllown pass to
flanker Ray DiPietro in the third quarter which covered SO yards,
gained more yardage thaQ the Minutemen could manage in 52 offensive plays from scrimmage.
In the first half, UMass was
unable to gain a single first down
and never did move into UNH
territory, with the Mimitemen's
deepest pen~tration being their
own 38 yard line.
In - the second half, the
Minutemen managed to cross the
midfield line twice, getting a~ far
as the Wildcat 38 yard line.
It will surfice to say tha!UMass
never even came close to UMass
throughout the entire game.

Bill Logue

Defensively, this was without a doubt the Cats' best performance of the season and one of the finest in UNH history considering
the opponent and what was at stake in the game.
The key for the Cats on defense was their ability to completely
control the line of scrimmage, stopping the Minutemen's offense
cold bef<;>re it ever got the chance to get going.
Everyone on the Wildcat defensive unit excelled against the
Minutemen, but even from within an outstanding team effort, the
performances of defensive end Doug Stockbridge and tackle Bill
Logue.stand out above the rest.
1 Stockbridge

Bill Burnham goes off tackle for a few of his 88 yards. Burnham also threw a touchdown pass
in the third quarter. (Ed McGrath photo)

sports shorts

.

YC football
While UNH was on its way to the Yankee Conference title, the
rest of the YC was on its way to a four way tie for last place.
Both Boston University and Rhode Island needed a win to give
them any chance of staying out of the cellar. However, both teams
won putting not only them but Connetitcut and Maine in the YC
basement with 2-3 records.
Maine had built a 14-0 first quarter lead.
The Terriers came back scoring a touchdown in each period to
win~~.
•
BU relied on its ground game to win gaining 332 yeards via the
run.
.
URI win over UConn was aided by a free kick.
Late in the first half, the Rams went for a field goal from their 19
yard line. UConn's Steve Ross blocked the kick but URI recovered
the ball on the seven.
_ Rhody scored three plays later, making the score 10-0.
URI held on to win 17-14, as UConn's Greg Sinay r:nissed on a 56
yard field goal with three seconds left.

Mismatch of the week
This week's Mismatch of the Week goes to ::>outnwest 1V11ssouri
for their 65-0 drubbing of Lincoln.

Allen picked
Jeff Allen was named ECAC offensive player of the week.
Allen completed :15 of 24 passes for 187 yards and two touch·
downs in Saturday's game against UMass.
Both of his touchdown passes went to split endRay DiPietro.
Defensive tackle Bill Logue was named to the ECAC weekly
all star team.
sin.

YC soccer
Connecticut defeated Rhode Island for the Yankee Conference
soccer title. The Huskies defeated the Rams 4-0.
· UConn's first goal came after two seconds had elapsed on the
clock.
The win gave UConn a 6-0 conference record. URI fell to second
place with a 5-1 record.
URI will visit UConn again tomorrow in the opening round of
the New Eng~and Tournament.

was the only
returning starter to the UNH
defensive line this season and has
played a vital role in the Cats
,success .
Against the Minutemen, the
senior from Exeter, N.H., was
credited with seven tackles and
three quarterback sacks, and he
also caused the fumble which
eventaully led to UNH's third
touchdown.

Ray DiPietro caught two
touchdown passes in Saturday's game.

Doug Stockbridge

Logue, only a sophmore from 'Yaltham, Mass., ~tarted ~very
game this year and has developed mto one of the mamstays m the
middle of the Wildcat·defense.
Selected for the ECAC honor roll this week for his play against
UMass, Logue made nine tackles, batted down two passes and intercepted another in the UNH victory.
"The defensive line was doing tlie job today," said co-captain
linebacker Bruce Huther after the game. "The UMass runners
never got near (he linebackers.''
"We were told that the defense had to do the job," said Logue
about his performance. "We put the strong side tackle inside the
guard and that plugged up the middle, shut off the ru.n. I knew we
could beat their guards."
That they did over and ov.er again, so often in fact it appeared
both Logue and Stockbridge were regulars in the UMass backfield.
That's the way it went, the Wildcats controlled the game from 'start to finish and the Minutemen never had a chance
This game perhaps more than any other in the last years has
established UNH as the best in the Yankee ~onference. and the
team that everyone else will have to beat fo quest of that title.

~mmmm~~~~~~m~~~~m~~~l~~ ~ l~ ~ ~l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t

Reed wins race
UNH track star George Reed won the New England AAU cross
crountry race Sunday in Lynn, Mass.
Reed led a field of 164 runners throughout the 10,000 meter race.
Reed took this season off from UNH cross ~ountry. He has
still .-~ trained running at an average of 130-140 miles a week.
Reed will compete in the National AAU cross country championship.

UNH loses· to UMass
Call it a letdown from the varsity game or call it an omen of
things to come, but the UMass JV footbail team battered the UNH
JV's 45-0 at Cowell Stadium on Sunday.
Running backs Henry Sareault and Cliff Pedrow paced the
Minutement attack. Pedrow had 60 yards in 12 carries and scored
two touchdowns on a 24 yard run and an 87 yard kick-off return.
Sareault was the UMass rushing leader, picking up 74 yards on
nine carries.
Second string quarterback Don Roeder also had two TD's on
runs of one and 43 yards.
UNH's Bill Hagen seemed destined for a good day, but left the
gamewith a leg injury after picking up 32 yards on six carries.
The Mmutement jumped out to a 17--0 halftime lead, and scored
14 points in each of the final two periods, taking advaQtage of
five Wildcat turnovers.

UNHon
television
Channel 12 in Dover will
rebroadcast the UNH-UMass
Yankee Conference Championship game · tomorrow .night at
eightp.m.
-Channel 12 is the cable
television station in Dover.

on't forget
to vote
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sports·
Host Norwich tonight

UNH downs St. Louis twice
- By Ed McGrath

With only two exhibition games
under their belts, the UNH
hockey team traveled to St. Louis
and opened their regular season
with two wins.
The Wildcats defeated St. Louis
University 5-4 Sunday night, and
3-2 in overtime Friday night.
UNH will host Norwich
Academy tomorrow night in
Snively Arena.
"It was a very good trip',, said
UNH coach Charlie Holt in a
telephone interview last mgnt,
"We had no idea what they'd be
like. They were pretty good."
Both games were as close as
the scores indicate.
UNH outshot SLU 26-20 in the
first game and 26-22 in the
second.
It took an overtime goal by
Frank Roy to give the Wildcats

the win in the opening game.
Roy put a Paul Powers rebound
past Billiken goalie Lindsey Middlebrook with 45 seconds left in
the first overtime.
In the second game, SLU
scored three goals in the third
period tying the score once and
pulling within one with under two
minutes left in the game.
SLU pulled Middlebrook in
favor of a sixth forward but UNWs
Mark Evans denied the Billikens.
Holt described the play of
Evans and

D~n

M~gn~relli

2i;;

"superb".
''.That kind of trip is a good expenence to go out there and win,"
he ~aid, 0 We're quite encouraged.
"We still have to get rid of our
organizational mistakes," Holt
said, "I feel generally we should
improve.

UNH awaiting
playoff hid
Speculation has the Wildcats
No word has been received by
UNH officials from the NCAA visiting the University of
c~ncerni!1g . th~ possibility of a Delaware in the first round of the
Wlldcat mvitahon to the Division playoffs, November 27.
II football playoffs.

"We don't have the quiet confidence I'd like to see in them. It's
going to have to come."
According to UNH assistarit
Holt brought six defense. . men
sports information director Allan
to St. Louis.
The pairings were Tim Burke Chamberlin, "We haven't heard
and Powers, Jim Harvie and Joe anything today (Monday) and we
Rando, and Bob Blood and Bob don't know when word will come."
Bain.
"Bain did quite well. I was
Last year when the Cats were
quite pleased," Holt said, "He's
smart. He makes up for his lack selected to participate in the
playoffs, the invitation was
of quickness with position."
Holt also mentioned Burke's received the Monday following
UNH's 14-11 victory over UMass.
pl~y in the openine eame.
Holt played forwards Paul Sur- Last year, me wuacats were a-z
dam and Peter Noonan Friday on the season, the same record as
·
and Bob Francis and John Nor- this yea_r's team.
mand Sunday.
"Normand looked like he
wasn't sure of himself," Holt - "I'll be highly disap~inted if
said, "He's not confident but we aren'.t selected," said UNH
that's not unusual for a fresh- coach Bill Bowes after Saturday's game.
man."

Bowes said that he definitely
be interested in playing
Del~ware in a playoff situation."
·~would

The selection format includes
eight .teams, including the top
~earn from each of four geographical areas; east, south, midwest
and far west. These would be the
home teams. The four visiting
teams are selected on ''wild card''
basis, and could include teams
from any section of tne country.
The University of Northern
Micliigan, last year's Division II
champion was invited to the playoffs last week thanks to their 10-1
record in 1976. They are the only
· team to be selected so far.

Cats crush UMass for YC title
Defense renders
UMass helpless
By Mike Minigan
In the second half, it was defense
It was domination. Total and that ruled for the Wildcats .
.outright domination.
Led by the work of the defenThe UNH Wildcats dominated sive line, especially tackle Bill
every phase of the football game Logue and end Doug Stockbridge,
last Saturday and embarrased the UNH defense stymied all Conthe Minutemen of UMass 23-0 to ference quarterback Brian Mcgive the Wildcats their second Nally time after time.
straight Yankee Conference
"The line did the job," said
championship.
linebacker Bruce Huther. "The
"It was a great effort," said an UMass runners never got to the
ecstatic UNH coach Bill Bowes in· linebackers because the linemen
the locker room after the game. were stopping them short."
"It was very, very important to
The ·Minutemen had 13 total
us, a team effort. You don't beat yards in the second half, and no
a team like UMass without the yards through the air. McNally
whole team playing well.''
and his replacement, southpaw
The Wildcats did just that, and Mike Fallon, suffered through a
the statistics tell the story.
terrible day completing two of 18
The Cats rolled up 388 total passes.
yards to only 45 for UMass. UNH
"It was easily 1he best defenhad 18 first downs to five for the sive game we've played all .
Minutemen, and those all came in year," said Bowes. "You just
the second half.
can't play better aefensively than
Jeff Allen combined with we did today. That we dominated
flanker Ray DiPietro for touch- so came as a surprise to me
down passes of 11 and 50 yards; because they're a good football
Bill Burnham hit Bill Wharff for a team."
Along with the second half
-touchdown on the halfback option
pass, and Sam Checovich chipped defensive heroics, there was also
in with a 26 yard field goaI to send a concerted &ffensive effort.
the Minutemen down to their first
Allen ·hooked up with DiPietro
shutout in over 50 games.
for his second score of the day
"They beat the crap out of us," with 6:57 gone in the third quarsaid UMass coach Dick McPher-· ter.
son. "I thought that we were
DiPietro took Allen's short pass
ready to play, but we just didn't along the UNH sideline near the Last ~aturday, de~ensive end J?oug Stockbridge spent most of the afternoon jn the UMass
show it out on the field. UNH is a UMass 40, eluded two defenders, back field. Stockbridge sacks Mmuteman quarterback Mike Fallon for one of his three sacks
good football team.''
cut 5ack to the middle of the field
·
The Cats had numerous scoring and high stepped his way intp the <Ed McGrath photo)
opportunities in the first half, end zone.
'
moving inside the UMass 30 yard
In the fourth quarter, the Cats
line five times and coming away put together a 55 yard 12 play
with only nine points.
drive with Burnham fooling
Checovich hit his field goal with everyone with his option flip to
4: 19 gone in the second quarter Wharff from five yards out.
after UNH defensive back Sean
That score came with 12:06
McOonnell fell on a UMass furn- remaining and led to the raucus
ble at the Minuteman five yard cheers and cries of "We're numline.
.
her one" from the UNH fans and
The Cats put together their the UNH sideline.
longest scoring drive of the day
All in all, the cast of heroes was
eight minutes later.
endless for the Wildcats. Running
The Cats took possession1 at back Dave Loehle was his usual
their own 10 yard line after John dazzling self getting open conRomboli's 73 yard punt. Tim tinuously on the short screen
Pendry carried three times and pass.
Bill Burnham once bringing the
Senior fullback_Pendry had his
best game of the year finishing
ball to the UNH 22.
Pendry then broke up the mid- with 64 yards. ''They were keying
die for 39 yards and a facemask on Dave.and Billy," he said "So
· penalty on the play put the ball at they gave me the ball inside
the UMass 19. Two plays later, hoping I could beat the safety and
Allen hit DiPietro with the the cornerback."
flanker making a twisting,
And up and down the offensive
leaping catch in the end zone for and defensive lines, the output
the score.
. was ()f championship caliber.
"It feels good. I hadn't had a
But Bowes summed it up the
good game in ·a long time," best, speaking thr-0ugh the
-DiPietro said. "It shows that for Champagne shower in the
the last four years, coach Bowes dressing room. "We've won the Most of the s'!ccess of the UNH offense rests on the shoulders of these three men. From right
has built a real good program."
conference two years in a row " to left Glen L1set, Don Wohlfarth, and Brad Sloat smile about their days work (Ed McGrath
.
he said. "This year, we won it ~~)
decisively."
1

